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Introducing the 3RD Generation
IQ Intelligent Actuator

The Window into
Your Process
With the revolutionary dual stacked display,
information about your plant and process is
available at your ﬁngertips allowing unparalleled
data analysis of the condition and operational
status of the valve; data analysis that enables
accurate asset management of your plant.
Rotork innovation at its best.

For detailed speciﬁcations visit
www.iqactuator.com

Redeﬁning Flow Control
AUTUMN 2012
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Welcome to the latest edition of
Valve User magazine!
In a time of continued doom and gloom in
the general economy, it is very refreshing
indeed to see the majority of BVAA
members thriving and continuing to invest.

BVAA® and VALVEuser® are registered
trademarks.

DISCLAIMER

The publishers endeavour to ensure the
accuracy of the contents of VALVEuser.
However, the publishers do not warrant
the accuracy and completeness of
the material in VALVEuser and cannot
accept responsibility for any error and
subsequent claims made by any third
parties. The contents of VALVEuser
should not be construed as professional
advice and the publishers disclaim liability
for any loss, howsoever caused, arising
directly or indirectly from reliance on the
information in VALVEuser.

COPYRIGHT

All rights reserved. All material (including
without limitation photographs) in
VALVEuser, unless clearly indicated to
the contrary, may not be reproduced
in any format and in any circumstances
without the prior written consent of the
publishers.
Editor: Rob Bartlett FIAM
rob@bvaa.org.uk

BVAA Ltd

9 Manor Park, Banbury
Oxon. OX16 3TB (UK)
Tel: (0)1295 221270
Fax: (0)1295 268965
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
Web: www.bvaa.org.uk
VALVEuser® is a controlled circulation
magazine, free of charge to genuine users
of valves, actuators and related products
and at the discretion of BVAA Ltd.

Did you know?
As well as a printed copy,
VALVEuser
magazine
is
also available as an email
attachment,
and
as
a
download
from
BVAA’s
website, www.bvaa.org.uk
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I recently had the honour of opening a
member’s new facility, which was an
amazing 13 times the size of the unit they
had just left! This was truly an impressive
commitment to the company’s staff
and customer-base alike, but also,
significantly, to its own future.

by BVAA Director, Rob Bartlett

Also featured in this issue of Valve User are several members who are
investing very significant sums in new plant, machinery and equipment.
All encouraging signs.
Crucially however, and most
important of all, we also see
members investing in their
people. Halleluiah to the
return of the Engineering
Apprenticeship! Long, long
overdue in my view. Let
us never again allow these
vital training programmes
to fall into the hands of coenabling bureaucrats!
It is very gratifying to see our industrial sector blossoming, and in some
exceptional cases, booming. The key to this of course is, in the main, is
the energy sector, and Oil and Gas continues to be the salvation of many
a UK company. This is why BVAA is committing itself to an even stronger
presence in this sector (see our announcement on page 8).
It is not so very long ago that the British Valve industry was struggling.
It followed an extended period of contraction and consolidation, and at
times an unseemly customer stampede towards ‘low cost’ suppliers. It
required Herculean efforts on the part of some companies to re-shape
and make themselves fit for the present, as well as the future. That
done, and coupled with the fact that some customers have learned the
folly of ‘cheapness without quality’ and that full life-cycle cost is – once
more – a major consideration again in purchases, the true value of quality
manufacture and service can shine. In this, British engineering companies
have no equal.
This issue of Valve User is packed with good new stories – we hope that
you enjoy them!

Cover: BVAA’s newest members Dichtomatik.

World Class Valve Training Courses

Introduction to Valves
Monday, 8th October 2012
Banbury, £350+vat
Introduction to Valve Actuators
Tuesday, 9th October 2012
Banbury, £350+vat
Control Valves
Wednesday, 10th October 2012
Banbury, £350+vat
Safety Valves
Thursday, 11th October 2012
Banbury, £350+vat

Safety Integrity Levels (SILs)
Friday, 12th October 2012
Banbury, £350+vat
Managing Commercial Risk
Monday, 15th October 2012
Banbury, £450+vat
PED & ATEX Directives
Tuesday, 16th October 2012
Banbury, £350+vat
Fluid Sealing
Wednesday, 17th October 2012
Banbury, £350+vat

Diaphragm Valve
We are delighted to announce a NEW one-day Industrial Diaphragm Valves
MasterClass training course.
Taking place on Wednesday, 17 October 2012 at Crane ChemPharma Flow
Solutions (Saunders Valves) facility in Cwmbran, the day will cover:
UÊL`iÃÊ>`Ê}Ê>ÌiÀ>Ã
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£235 +VAT for members, £350 + VAT for non-members

For full details on each course, visit www.bvaa.org.uk/training_courses.asp
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Fax Back
01295 268965

BOOKING FORM

BVAA Training Courses – October 2012
Please complete the form and return to Karen Webb.
All training courses are one day duration.
For full details on each course, visit www.bvaa.org.uk/training_courses.asp
• Introduction to Valves: Members – £235.00, non-members – £350.00 – Monday, 8th October
• Introduction to Valve Actuators: Members – £235.00, non-members – £350.00 – Tuesday, 9th October
• Control Valves: Members – £235.00, non-members – £350.00 – Wednesday, 10th October
• Safety Valves: Members – £235.00, non-members – £350.00 – Thursday, 11th October
• Safety Integrity Levels (SILs): Members – £235.00, non-members – £350.00 – Friday, 12th October
• Managing Commercial Risk: Members – £395.00, non-members – £450.00 – Monday, 15th October
• PED & ATEX Directives: Members – £235.00, non-members – £350.00 – Tuesday, 16th October
• Fluid Sealing: Members – £235.00, non-members – £350.00 – Wednesday, 17th October
• Diaphragm Valve MasterClass: Members – £235, non-members – £350.00 – Wednesday, 17th October

Delegate Name:

Course Required:

Company Name:
Add ress:

Contact Name:

Contact No:

Email:
Payment Method

(please tick)

Cheque (enc)

Credit Card

Name on Card:
Total Amount:
Card No:
Expiry Date:

Maestro Issue No:

Signature:

3 Digit Security Code:

Card Type:

(Visa/Mastercard/Maestro/Visa Electron/Solo)
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Email:

Rotork - over 50 years at the leading ed
edge of actuation
i
technology
h l
t Linear and quarter-turn actuators to
o aut
automate control valves
t High performance, continuous unrestricted modulation duty - S9
t High resolution
esolu
and repeatability t Non-intrusive Bluet
BluetoothTM setup and adjustment
t Rugged construction
truction - double-sealed to prevent water and dust
du ingress even during site wiring
t Watertight
tight IP68 and explosionproof enclosures t Comprehensive
Com
datalogging
t Bus system remote control and statuss rep
reporting.
t4JOHMFQIBTFPSEJSFDUDVSSFOUQPXFSTVQQMJFTt-JOFBSESJWFBDUJPO $7-NPEFMT t2VBSUFSUVSOESJWFBDUJPO $72NPEFMT 
t0OCPBSEEBUBMPHHFSJODMVEFEBTTUBOEBSEt#MVFUPPUITM compatible for local setup / control and diagnostics
t"DDVSBUFBOESFQFBUBCMFQPTJUJPOBMDPOUSPMVTJOHN"TJHOBMt%JHJUBMDPNNVOJDBUJPOPQUJPOTJODMVEF)"35®, Profibus and
'PVOEBUJPO'JFMECVTt%JSFDUUPSRVFUISVTUNFBTVSFNFOUGPSQSPUFDUJPOBOENPOJUPSJOHt4DBMBCMFDPOUSPMJOQVUDIBSBDUFSJTBUJPO
t$POGJHVSBCMFGBJMUPQPTJUJPOPQUJPOVTJOHTVQFSDBQBDJUPSUFDIOPMPHZ

3PUPSLXPSMEXJEFDPVOUSJFTNBOVGBDUVSJOHQMBOUTPGGJDFTBOEBHFOUT
FDPVOUSJFTNBOVGBDUVSJOHQMBOUTPGGJDF

www.rotork.com
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News
BVAA & NOF Energy launch
Business Development Partnership
which facilitate meetings between members and key
market players.
Joanne Leng MBE, Director Business Development
at NOF Energy, said: “We are delighted to be able to
support the BVAA and its members with our successful
suite of business development services.”

NOF Energy’s George Rafferty addressing the BVAA
Conference

The BVAA and NOF Energy - the business development
organisation for oil, gas, nuclear and offshore
renewables sectors - have formed a new Business
Development Partnership. The aim is to help facilitate
BVAA members’ business development activities in
the energy sector through NOF Energy’s extensive
industry network and suite of services.
In addition to representing its members’ interests
in industry, this new partnership will enable BVAA
members to access the essential business development
services provided by NOF Energy.
BVAA and its members will also beneﬁt from NOF
Energy’s highly-regarded suite of services, which have
helped secure its own members £140million worth of
new business in the past few years.
NOF Energy will support the BVAA with the
organisation of networking events and a range of
traditional and online marketing activities. NOF Energy
delivers a broad calendar of networking events, which
focus on supply chain opportunities across the oil,
gas, nuclear and offshore renewables sectors. Its
networking events have proven beneﬁcial for its 420+
membership. In excess of 70% of members stated that
NOF Energy events had an impact on their sales with
support from the organisation generating more than
£18 million worth of sales enquiries in the last year.
BVAA members will also be able to take part in NOF
Energy’s regular UK and international market visits,
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“The UK is highly regarded in the global energy industry
for its excellent supply chain; however companies
have to ensure they exploit a range of business
development resources to ensure they are visible to
potential customers in both domestic and international
markets.”

Key Beneﬁts to
BVAA Members
For no additional subscription
BVAA members will have…
t Access to a dedicated team of business
development professionals
t Access to NOF Energy networking lunches
at Member rates
t Access to NOF Energy Supplier Day &
Conference at Member rates
t Access to NOF Energy’s UK, Global &
Strategic partners
t BVAA Members’ literature area at
networking lunches
t One-to-one introductions to key partners
and attendees of your choice
t Joint-branded, valve industry-speciﬁc
networking lunch(es)
t Joint-branded, valve industry-speciﬁc
business development overseas visit
t BVAA will utilise NOF Energy Marketing
Channels

“We will work closely with the BVAA to ensure its
members can benefit from our services and also be
able to tap into the strong NOF Energy network. The
benefit of inter-trading between NOF Energy members
cannot be underestimated and has the potential to
offer real opportunities to BVAA members. For us it
is all about providing new business opportunities to
the BVAA and giving our own members access to a
new network of contacts who may end up being new
customers.”
BVAA’s Director Rob Bartlett said: “There is real
synergy between the two organisations in terms of
knowledge and experience of the energy sectors. NOF
Energy also has an excellent reputation in industry for
its business development credentials, which we are of
no doubt will add value to membership of the BVAA.”

NOF Energy’s Joanne Leng, MBE, highlighting the Key
benefits to BVAA Members

Marketing Focus
On 17th May 2012, a small, combined group of the
BVAA Board and Marketing Committee met to refocus the Association’s Marketing activities. Core
subjects included the roll out of the new BVAA/NOF
Energy business development partnership, exhibitions
strategy, Valve User magazine, websites and future
marketing input. Laurence Kettle (Rotork) will continue to lead BVAA’s Marketing team, but henceforth
with a much smaller team of helpers drawn from the
membership.

Actuator WG Discusses ‘Repair’
On 23rd May 2012,
several
manufacturers drawn from
the BVAA’s Actuator Working Group
met at Flowserve
Limitorque’s Newbury facility to discuss the actuation
aspects of BVAA’s
draft Code of Practice for Valve Repair.

Actuators undergoing repair
at Rotork Site Services

Good progress was made and the group will shortly
publish recommendations to change the Code’s coverage to fully take into account Actuators and associated
equipment. The completed code will then be re-issued
to members for final approval before publication.

Mad Hatters
‘How far can you go wearing a BVAA Hat?’
Our itinerant BVAA hats continue their travels, these days nobly
helping readers complete some significant challenges, all in aid of
good causes.
Pictured below right is Katie Witherall, BVAA’s own Karen Webb and
Margaret Boon, participating in the 6th Annual Midnight Walk in
BVAA’s home town of Banbury in June, in aid of our local hospice,
Katherine House. Not for the first time, hat wearers reported on how
useful they turned out to be in the atrocious weather conditions the
UK is currently experiencing. 700 people participated in the walk and
over £66k was raised – BVAA of course contributed in the usual way.
Also pictured here are teenagers Emma Bromwich and Nicola
Baptie, who wore hats while complete a gruelling 10 kilometre
‘Race for Life’ at Cheltenham race course in July 10k. BVAA have
donated £50 to Cancer Research.
Anyone who would like either a BVAA Hat - or more usefully these
days - a BVAA brolly, should contact rob@bvaa.org.uk

AUTUMN 2012
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Achema 2012
As it comes around only every three years, expectations
were high for this June’s international exhibition and
congress for the chemical engineering, environmental
protection and biotechnology industries held in
Frankfurt, Germany.
While the Achema website officially describes
exhibitors as being ‘very satisfied’ we’re not sure this
actually translated into substantial numbers of valvebuying visitors. Official attendances were described
as ‘stable’ but to many attendees it seemed rather
quiet, especially in the more distant halls. Perhaps
Achema has become too big and lost a little of its
focus? That aside, BVAA’s Valve User magazine and
Members’ Literature DVD proved as popular as ever
with attendees, and we received many visitors over the
5 days from the BVAA membership.

Achema: BVAA’s Peter Churm and Rob Bartlett

BVAA AGM Announced
Our generous
AGM Sponsors

BVAA’s AGM, Mini-Conference
and Dinner Dance has just been
announced will be held this year
at the stunning Slaley Hall Hotel
in Northumberland, on Friday 7th
December 2012. Bookings are
now being taken, see www.bvaa.
org.uk
In a slight change of format this
year, the day will commence with a
mini conference. We are delighted
to report that guest speakers will
include Constantine Biller (left)
of Clearwater Corporate Finance
LLP, speaking on the subject of
Mergers & Acquisitions in the Valve
Industry, and also Alan Beaulieu of
the Institute for Trend Research on
The Economic Outlook & Beyond.
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Constantine Biller Alan Beaulieu

After the formalities of the BVAA
AGM and related business, the
day will conclude for members
and their partners with the usual
Champagne Reception, fine wines
and dining and of course the very
best cabaret.
As ever we are extremely grateful
to our AGM Sponsors, whose
generosity ensures that the BVAA
AGM continues to be a great
success.

BVAA Golf Day
Following on from the hugely successful BVAA Golf Day
at Celtic Manor in the autumn, BVAA were delighted
to host another ‘society’ day at The Belfry on the 29th
May. This time forty members were present and – on
easily the sunniest day of the year – were treated to
perfect conditions on the PGA National course.
In a ﬁercely contested Stapleford competition, the
Heap & Partners/ Score team eventually won out,
taking not only the Longest Drive prize, but also
Nearest the Pin and overall winners, including the
shiny new BVAA Golf Cup. Prizes were sponsored by
BVAA, Cameron, James Walker and KKI.

The largest number
of ‘Hatters’ yet seen
line up at the BVAA
Golf Day

BVAA
A Chairman Neil Kirkbride
cong
congratulates winners Matthew Riach and
Neil Jackson (Score) and Peter Burnett
and Andy Will of Heap & Partners.

T
The ‘BVAA Team’ – Martin
Greenhalgh, Geoff
G
N
Newman, Rob Bartlett
and Neil Kirkbride – who
a
d
despite having two rank
a
amateurs - didn’t win the
wooden spoon!
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BVAA Conference
BVAA re-launches Spring Conference
On 30th May 2012, after an extended
break of several years, BVAA relaunched its Spring Conference.
Previously an exclusively technical
event, the new format saw an
eclectic mix of papers. Dr Yuri Zhuk
of Hardide commenced proceedings
and gave members an informative
update on Hardide coatings, followed
by a thought-provoking paper by
regular speaker Barrie Kirkman on
the machinations in fugitive emissions
standardisation.
Brian Joseph gave
members an insight into the latest
‘Commercial Risk’ course, and Keith
Parker, CEO of the Nuclear Industries
Association, provided members with an
update on the UK’s New-Nuclear build
programme.
Alan McLelland of NAMTEC made
a very entertaining presentation on
making sense of the ups and downs of
metal prices, followed by Stuart Jessop
of Parker who described the trends
in using 6Mo and similar corrosionresistant alloys in offshore applications.

Barrie
Kirkman
describes
fugitive
emission
standards

Alan McLelland
explains why
metal prices do
not necessarily
mirror the
economic cycle

Stuart Jessop
explains the
rise in usage
of 6Mo and
similar alloys

George Rafferty and Joanne Leng
introduced members to the BVAA/
NOF Energy Business Development
Partnership and the key benefits
that they could derive from the new
relationship.
The day was concluded by the keynote
speaker, Richard Denny, who, with his
lifetime of experience in the subject,
gave an inspirational and thoughtprovoking presentation on the Age of
the Customer. Many of his comments
and observations stuck a chord with
members, not least the BVAA team
who were constantly quoting him
afterwards. It is very pleasing to report
that we received excellent feedback,
and we very much look forward to the
next one.
A mini-conference will feature as
part of the BVAA AGM cluster on 7th
December at Slaley Hall.
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Richard Denny
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Adanac – Sustainable
Efﬁciency East (SEE)
A free energy audit carried out by
West Suffolk College under the
SEE (Sustainable Efﬁciency East)
project has led to worthwhile
changes
for
Adanac
Valve
Specialities Ltd, based in Woolpit.
Adanac found that the actions
recommended by the energy audit
were straightforward and have
proved very worthwhile saving
over £1,000 per year.
Neil West, Engineering Director
of Adanac, said: “We wanted to
take part in the SEE project
as energy costs were a real
concern to us. Also we wanted
to improve our energy efﬁciency.
We manufacture items which are
designed to minimise emissions
and, as our customers are in the
energy business, it’s important we
are seen to take an interest in the
area.”

Adanac has taken two major
actions since their SEE audit,
both concerning lighting. The
ﬁrst involved a major replacement
of all the lighting in the
manufacturing area. Adanac are
delighted with the result, not only
because it provides sustainable
cost savings but also because, as
previously stated, it was really
straightforward and cheap to do.
The new bulbs were compatible
with the old ﬁttings and were not
much more expensive than the
old bulbs. The wattage per bulb
has reduced from approximately
400 to 150 watts. Neil says: “We
have saved so much that we can
afford to light a darker corner of
the premises, improving the feel of
the working environment and of
course the safety.”
Another advantage is that the
bulbs will need to be changed
less often, further reducing costs
and inconvenience. Lights in
the ofﬁce area are now motion
controlled. Although the energy
savings are not as large as in the
manufacturing area, this is a great
way to demonstrate the company’s
commitment to energy saving. The
motion sensor simply replaced the
light switch, so this was also a
straightforward change. As a result
of the changes, energy cost savings
of over £1,000 per year and a CO2
reduction of 6.7 tonnes per year
have been achieved. Adanac also
received grant funding to assist
with these changes.

Adanac Valve Specialties
Tel: 01359 240 404
www.adanac.co.uk
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Energy saving lights in Adanac’s
workshop

Further
plans
include
the
consideration
of
renewable
technologies, for example solar
panels and the company will
be continuing their extensive
activities in recycling. To ﬁnd
out more about help available
through the SEE project at West
Suffolk College, see
http://
www.westsuffolkcollege.ac.uk/
employers/other-funded-support/
Sustainable-Efﬁciency-East.aspx/
or contact Clare Wilson 01284
716286.

Koso Kent Introl
further strengthens
Brazil presence
For the past decade, KKI has
exported its products to the
rapidly-developing oil and gas
industry in Brazil. To show their
commitment to the region, in
2010, the company appointed UKbased Mark Harris to the role of
Brazil Area Business Manager, and
in 2010 signed a 5-year agency
agreement with RTS Valvulas
based in Sao Paulo.
This month, the company is further strengthening its Brazil team
by employing an additional Area
Business Manager to be located
in Rio de Janeiro. Silvia Serpa, a
Chemistry Engineering graduate
with a control valves and applications engineering background, is

currently undertaking her induction in the UK, but will be returning to Brazil in late July to begin
her duties in earnest.
Silvia’s appointment is the ﬁrst
part of KKI’s strategy to develop
a strong presence in Brazil; which
will eventually include an incountry manufacturing facility,
utilising local labour and supply
chain. The ultimate objective of
KKI’s strategy is to meet country

Tel: 01484 710311
www.kentintrol.com

Approval of Draft ISO/DIS 28921-1

The result of the DIS enquiry
on ISO/DIS 28921-1 “Industrial
valves - Isolating valves for low
temperatures application - Part
1: Design, manufacturing and
production testing” was approval
by the majority of P members with
comments. These comments will
now be reviewed and considered
by ISO/TC 153/SC 1/WG 13 for
inclusion in the standard prior to a
further issue for formal vote.
The purpose of this International

requirements to provide up to
75% local content. Silvia’s role will
focus on business development
and continuing to build strong
customer relationships in the
upstream oil and gas market
sector. KKI has long been aware of
the beneﬁt of building strong local
relationships, and this appointment
further demonstrates the longterm strategy for supplying this
dynamic market.

KOSO Kent Introl

By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm

Draft ISO/DIS 28921-1 Industrial
valves - Isolating valves for low
temperatures application Part
1: Design, manufacturing and
production testing

Mark Harris and Silvia Serpa

Standard is the establishment of
basic requirements and practices
for design, fabrication, material
selection and production testing
of valves used in low temperature
services.

TECHNICAL

HOT SPOT
RESSWELL
NEXT DAY DELIVERY

It applies to gate, globe, check,
butterﬂy and ball valves and may
be used for other valve types used
in low temperature services from
– 50 °C down to – 196 °C.
This
International
Standard
covers valves with body, bonnet,
bonnet extension or cover made
of metallic materials having
nominal sizes DN: 10 to 900 and
corresponding nominal pipe sizes
NPS: 3/8 to 36.

Full PED Cat IV Certified
Proportional, High and Full
Lift Safety Relief Valves
Tel: +44(0)1952 580946
Fax: +44(0)1952 582546
www.dynafluid.com
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Actuators’ Role in
Asset Management
In this Master Class for Valve
User, Ian Sully, Sales and Product
Specialist for AUMA UK provides a
deﬁnition of asset management.
The growing importance of
the science in process control
industries is detailed and the
contribution played by actuators is
outlined.
It is well established that the
management of a plant’s physical
assets has a signiﬁcant impact on
operational performance. It is also
understood that assets need to be
maintained to maximise output.
Assets are deﬁned as components
relevant to a plant’s industrial
processes
such
as
vessels,
machines, piping, process control
technology instruments, including
actuators, and other equipment.
Asset management is growing
in importance; it has achieved
the status of a science enabling
the plant to achieve whole life
optimisation. The oil and gas
industry has to a large extent
championed adoption of asset
management and other sectors
including the power and water
industries are embracing the
management tool. The coal ﬁred
power plant RDK 8 in Karlsruhe,
for example, has managers who
recognise the business beneﬁts
of asset management and a
system incorporating actuation
technology will be implemented.
When deﬁning asset management
systems it is useful to highlight
two primary tasks. The ﬁrst is the
signalling of conditions that cause
a failure in order that measures
can be taken to prevent these
situations. The second is the supply
16
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AUMA’s Generation .2 actuator range aids asset management

of complex information relating to
the maintenance requirement of a
device to eliminate the static (predeﬁned) maintenance intervals.
Actuators and automation
Automation is at the heart of a
power plant’s asset management
and actuators have a key role
operating valves which are vital
to the station’s ﬁnal control
processes. Actuators are used
in a range of applications that
are critical in optimising plant
efﬁciency.
One signiﬁcant task performed
by actuators is their ability to
monitor the development of
torque requests and to update the
Distributed Control System (DCS)
of the status of both the actuation
equipment and the valve.
Modern actuator controls are
equipped with microcontrollers.
Since
their
introduction
approximately 20 years ago, the

functionality of actuators has
been extended signiﬁcantly and
in the 1990s, the basic facility
of preventative maintenance by
logging and assessing operating
data of ﬁeld devices was identiﬁed.
Addressing this situation, modern
electric actuators have evolved
to offer a ﬁeld device solution
with internal status monitoring
– as such, they independently
monitor that speciﬁed operation
conditions are met. This includes
pre-deﬁned operation times or
recording the number of starts.
These variables are easy to record
with microcontroller technology.
Monitoring other variables has
required
additional
hardware
within actuators including torque
monitoring, sensors for continuous
recording of temperatures (motor,
gearbox and electronics) and
vibration sensors.
The
actuator
industry
has,
therefore, embraced the needs
of asset management as it is

Mass customisation of modular actuators is offered by AUMA

Belleville Springs is a member of the Springmasters® Group

Consultancy, Design,
Manufacture and
Distribution...

Your
complete
solution for
DISC SPRINGS AND BELLEVILLE WASHERS
Arthur Street, Lakeside, Redditch, Worcestershire B98 8JY.
Tel: +44 (0)1527 500500
Fax: +44 (0)1527 517039
info@bellevillesprings.com
www.bellevillesprings.com

Actuators are a key asset at any plant

possible to monitor device-speciﬁc service
conditions, such as permissible ambient
temperature. Additionally, the new era of
actuator design also facilitates monitoring
permissible vibration, maximum number of
starts or operating times and the deﬁnition
of customer-speciﬁc limit values. For
example, a reference torque characteristic
can be recorded after commissioning.
Further evidence of the actuator industry
supporting asset management is the
availability of mass customisation where
each product is commissioned and tested
against an individual speciﬁcation. Unique
reference numbers are a further aid to
asset management and tracking.
In conclusion, asset management is much
more than a buzz term for business. It
offers real advantages to end users and,
as such, the actuation industry needs
to embrace the science with practical
solutions to aid plant processes.

AUMA Actuators Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 1275 871141
www.auma.com
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EnerMech wins
Talisman Contract
Mechanical engineering group EnerMech
has been awarded a multi-million pound
contract to manage the UK North Sea
offshore crane assets of Talisman Energy
(UK) Limited.
The ﬁve-year contract, with two additional one
year options, is the Aberdeen-based mechanical
engineering group’s largest single contract award and
includes the operation, maintenance, engineering and
inspection of more than 30 offshore cranes located
across Talisman’s 11 UKCS offshore installations.
EnerMech will manage offshore crane operators and
mechanics, while an onshore management team will
provide project management and technical support.
Engineering teams in Aberdeen and Bristol will deliver
structural, hydraulic, mechanical and instrumentation
services to the contract.
Around 50 new posts will be created at EnerMech
and a number of people will transfer from the current
contract holder, pushing EnerMech’s total workforce
to just under 1200.
EnerMech managing director, Doug Duguid, said he
believed the award was the largest contract of its type
in the North Sea and that it underlined the company’s
credentials and capacity to undertake large scale
workscopes.
Continual investment in the company’s Aberdeen
headquarters (Howes Road) and the opening of a new
base in Bristol in December had enabled EnerMech to
recruit the top quality engineering skills required to
service large scale contracts of this nature.
Mr Duguid said: “It is the largest value contract we
have been awarded to date and it demonstrates our
young business has matured into an organisation
which is trusted to deliver wide-ranging engineering
and maintenance packages.”
“We have invested £7 million in acquiring and
transforming Howes Road into a single site engineering,
maintenance and storage hub, capable of fulﬁlling the
largest contracts. Just as important has been our policy
of recruiting the best engineering talent the industry
has to offer and establishing a base in Bristol, which
has a strong engineering heritage, has strengthened
our skills pool and is now paying dividends.
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EnerMech managing director Doug Duguid and UK
Manager Stuart Smith observe crane technician Ryan Nicol
working on a crane boom.

“That investment and vision is now bearing fruit and
the Talisman award gives us a platform to demonstrate
that we have the infrastructure and resources to
undertake complex and high value contracts.”
EnerMech also supplies hydraulic and hose integrity
management to Talisman in the UK, and recently
invested £2 million in setting up a new Valve Care
division which will target the valve supply, testing,
inspection and maintenance sector. In December
2010 EnerMech acquired Aberdeen Valve Supplies
Ltd and its subsidiaries LG Ball Valves Ltd and Valve
Paint Shop Ltd.

EnerMech Ltd
Tel: 01224 723300
www.enermech.com
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Control Valve Solutions Appointed
as an Offshore Specialist
Distributor for ASCO Numatics
Control Valve Solutions (CVS) to offer added value services
related to ASCO Numatics pilot valves and solutions
ASCO Numatics, an Emerson
company, has recently appointed
Control Valve Solutions (CVS) as
an Offshore Specialist Distributor.
The agreement will see ASCO
Numatics providing valve sizing,
selection and engineering support
to CVS, which will enable them
to offer a value added service
to the offshore industry around
their valve piloting solutions. This
support will in turn ensure users of
CVS services will beneﬁt from the
installation of the latest Solenoid
valve technologies on repaired and
new valves.
“Valve piloting is a specialist ﬁeld
and we know that valve users
welcome the expertise that a good
valve service company can bring”
said Steve Barford, a process
Industry Specialist with ASCO
Numatics. “We chose to work with
CVS for several reasons, mainly
their location, their extensive
expertise in the Oil and Gas
industry and their engineering
capability.”
CVS will incorporate ASCO
Numatics valve piloting solutions
when repairing valves that already
have solenoid valves ﬁtted, and
also when working with users
to engineer valve automation
projects.
“We already have agreements with
Emerson to act as an approved
repairer for Fisher control valves
and as a distribution channel for
TopWorx valve monitoring and
position sensing devices” said
Mick Beavers, Managing Director
of CVS. “Having agreements in
place with three complementary
Emerson brands will help us
20
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Steve Barford (left), Senior Process Specialist of ASCO Numatics congratulates Mick
Beavers, Managing Director of Control Valve Solutions Ltd as the ﬁrst Offshore
Specialist Distributor

to continue to deliver the high
standards of quality and service
that our customers have come
to expect of us. By replacing
existing solenoid valves with
the ASCO Numatics range when
we repair a valve, and by using
ASCO Numatics product when we
automate an actuator, we will
ensure users are guaranteed an
industry proven and highly reliable
solution that takes advantage
of the latest technologies in
design
and
manufacture.”

ASCO Numatics Ltd.
Tel: 01695 713600
Website: www.asconumatics.co.uk

ASCO Numatics claim to offer the
broadest range of pilot valves to
the Oil & Gas industry of any supplier. These include direct operated and pilot operated solenoid
valves, valve islands, actuator control systems, bypass panels and
redundant control systems. CVS
offer tailor made solutions for
control valves and related products, speciﬁcally for the Oil & Gas
industry. They are located in Portlethen, Aberdeen.

Flowserve Announces SIL 3 Certiﬁcation
for Limitorque MXa Actuator
Flowserve Corporation recently
announced the availability of the
Limitorque MXa electric actuator
with up to a SIL 3 safety rating.
The SIL 3 capable rating was
obtained from Exida Certiﬁcation
Services after passing rigorous
failure mode effects design
analysis (FMEDA) and total time
in service tests.
The MXa with the SIL 3 capable
rating is designed to provide
customers reliable actuation in
critical environments without
compromising
their
Safety
Instrumented Systems (SIS). The
MXa actuator carries the safety
rating in a one out of two (1oo2)
conﬁguration, which requires two
actuators and valves to be installed
into a SIL 3 rated environment.
“The addition of a SIL 3 rating
to the Flowserve Limitorque MXa
underscores our commitment to
providing products our customers
can trust in their critical environments,” said Arnold Wallace, president, Flow Control Operations.

“The MXa, with the SIL 3 rating,
is designed to offer reliability and
long service life in applications
that require additional focus on
safety.”

comparing redundant signals, the
LimiGard design of the encoder
is key to achieving a SIL 3 capable rating and contributes to the
health of the actuator.

Flowserve Limitorque MXa has
multiple features that make
it advantageous for critical
environments requiring SIL 3
certiﬁcation, including LimiGard™
technology that automatically
monitors the health of each
coded signal and is designed to
ensure that no component failure
can cause the actuator to move
unexpectedly.

MXa SIL 3 capable rating is a
standard
conﬁguration
that
includes S1 and S2 contacts as
well as the monitor relay. This
ensures that the user does not
need to utilize external SIL rated
contacts to bypass the actuator’s
internal contacts that are not SIL
rated.

Also a part of the LimiGuard technology, a unique absolute encoder
designed with Built-in Self-Test
(B.I.S.T.) capability. The B.I.S.T.
feature conﬁrms the sound operation of the encoder, ensuring the
actuator is operating safely. By

With more than one million
Limitorque actuators installed
around the world, serving a wide
variety of applications, the global
network of Flowserve Quick
Response Centers and service
centers are available to maximize
plant uptime and proﬁtability
Flowserve customers.

Flowserve Flow Control (UK)
Tel: 01444 314400
www.ﬂowserve.com/Products/
Heritage-Brands/Limitorque
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AUMA gearboxes support
world’s largest hydraulic scheme
AUMA gearboxes have been
selected to support the world’s
largest hydraulic project. By mid
2012, one million people in the
metropolitan region of Caracas
in Venezuela will beneﬁt from
water ﬂowing at a rate of 21,000
litres per second through 72km of
pipes. Bespoke AUMA gearboxes
support the giant scale of the
scheme.
The GS 630.3 gearbox selected
for the Venezuelan contract is a
highly specialist AUMA product
designed for torques up to
675,000 Nm. Built to order, the
gearbox is installed in major water
installations around the globe
including
giant
subterranean
aquifers in the Sahara desert and
large scale water supply projects.
Located in Miranda, South of
Caracas, the scheme – which is
known as Tuy System IV – features
pipelines up to three metres in
diameter. Inauguration of the
work is scheduled for June 2012:

Manufacturers of Pressure
Regulators and Control Valves
Pilot Operated
Steam Regulator

Pilot Operated
Regulator

AUMA’s GS630.3 giant gearbox selected for the Caracas contract

water will then be transported
to people living and working in
Caracas, Miranda and Vargas
states. The project represents a
total investment of $382.3 million
by the Bolivarian Government.
For over forty years, AUMA
has supplied modular electric
actuators and gearboxes to major
international water projects. With
dedicated manufacturing facilities
at its German headquarters, a
strong engineering focus and
expert
development
team,
strength is offered in tailoring

Pressure Reducing/
Relief Regulator

AUMA Actuators Ltd
ESME Valves Ltd
Tel: 44 (0) 1256 464646
Fax: 44 (0) 1256 841597
e-mail: sales@esme-valves.co.uk

www.esme-valves.co.uk
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Tel: +44 (0) 1275 871141
www.auma.com

products to support the demands
of individual projects, such as the
contract in Caracas.
AUMA UK is part of the global
AUMA organisation - specialists in
the manufacture and international
supply of modular electric actuators.

Modular concepts,
Global support –
One stop service
As part of a global organisation, AUMA offers
a world class manufacturing and supply service
in electric actuation.
As leaders in modular solutions for valve
control, AUMA understands that customers
need ﬂexibility from both their products and
their supplier.
Comprehensive support is provided by AUMA
UK for:
■

AUMA actuators and controls

■

SIPOS variable speed actuators and controls

■

All Siemens legacy electric actuation

Advanced, adaptable
electric actuation

Global expertise in automation

AUMA ACTUATORS Ltd.
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Dichtomatik authorised
distributor for Dupont Kalrez seals

Dichtomatik Ltd, specialist supplier of sealing products,
has been appointed as authorised UK distributors for
the Kalrez range of perﬂuoroelastomer reliable, longterm sealing products manufactured by the DuPont
organisation.
These products are designed for applications involving
extreme chemical, thermal and other challenging
environments. The range includes ‘O’ rings, mouldings
and custom shapes, with cords also available to
accommodate special sealing sizes without resorting to
expensive special tooling.
Typical industries include food and chemical processing,
oil and gas, power generation together with
pharmaceutical production. With many years experience
of sealing products, Dichtomatik can offer a ﬁrst class
service not only in the supply of Kalrez products, but
also in technical back-up and support.
Kalrez high performance perﬂuoroelastomer products
are designed to optimise total system costs for pumps
and process equipment. Where conventional seals
need to be repeatedly replaced, involving excessive
downtimes, then an extended service life (up to
four times) offered by the Kalrez products can show
considerable cost savings on lifetime operations.
26
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Proportional savings can also be achieved even where
lower seal failure rates are the problem.
Kalrez parts retain elasticity and recovery properties
even after long-term exposure to service temperatures
up to 375°C. They also exhibit low compression set
characteristics, maintain elastic recovery and recover
better under compression than many other perﬂuoroelastomers. This ensures better shape retention under
prolonged stress to achieve tighter sealing for longer
periods. They also withstand in excess of 1800 chemicals, solvents and plasmas which can help users reduce
stocking levels and lower inventory costs.
The Kalrez products supplement an extensive range
of standard engineering ‘O’ rings and other sealing
items also available from Dichtomatik, with extensive
stocks held to ensure immediate delivery for most
components.

Dichtomatik Ltd
Tel: 01332 524400
Website: www.dichtomatik.co.uk

United Utilities returns to
Rotork for new actuation
framework agreement
Flow control engineering group Rotork is pleased to announce the
award of the new framework agreement for the supply of valve
actuators to United Utilities, the UK’s largest listed water company.
Serving a population of seven million, United Utilities operates 184
reservoirs, more than 700 water and sewage treatment plants and
170,000 kilometres of pipework and sewers in an area bounded by
the English Midlands, the Irish Sea, the Scottish Borders, the Pennines
and the Peak District.
After a period with another electric actuator manufacturer the move to
Rotork follows the revision of the United Utilities speciﬁcation for valve

VALVE MAINTENANCE SERVICES
Repair and Reconditioning of Industrial Valves
Safety Relief Valve Repair, Service and Calibration
Isolation, Control, Pressure Reducing Valves
In-Situ VeriÀcation of Safety Valve Set Point ( eritest)
In-situ Valve Repairs
On-Site Skills Team for Outage Work and Emergencies
Established Supply Chain for Valve Procurement and
Supply

actuators to include a double-sealed
and non-intrusive actuator enclosure.
These features, which are recognised
by United Utilities as essential for long
term environmental resistance, reliable
performance and low maintenance, are
standard design features of Rotork’s IQ
and IQT intelligent electric valve actuator
ranges. In addition to contributing to
efﬁcient plant operation, they also help
to reduce the overall cost of ownership.
In the photograph, Adele Green, United
Utilities Category Buyer (Supply Chain
& Commercial – Asset Management &
Performance Services) is pictured with
Laurence Kettle, Rotork Frameworks
&
Contracts
Manager,
following
the signing of the new agreement.
Commenting on the award, Laurence
said “Rotork is looking forward to the
successful implementation of this new
opportunity to serve United Utilities and
its business partners.”

Contact Us

Service Centers
Oldham
Lancashire
Tel: 0161 624 9592
Email: sales@comid.co.uk

Comid Engineering Limited
Walsall
West Midlands
Tel: 01922 721649
Email: sales@comid.co.uk

TownÀeld
Works
Greenacres Road
Oldham, OL4 2AB
www.comid.co.uk

Rotork Controls
Tel: +44 (0) 1225 733200
www.rotork.com
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Control Valve Solutions - Ofﬁcial
Opening of New Flagship Premises

Rob Bartlett hands Mick Beavers a shiny new BVAA Member
Plaque for the new CVS facility.

BVAA Director Rob Bartlett (left) and Mick Beavers ofﬁcially
opening the new ﬂagship facilities of CVS

Control Valve Solutions Limited (CVS) has relocated to
new ﬂagship premises on the Badentoy Business Park
in Portlethen just 6 miles from Aberdeen City Centre
where it was previously located. To mark the occasion
BVAA Director Rob Bartlett was invited to ofﬁcially
open the new premises in July.

to see selective products showcased by CVS’ suppliers
including Fisher, ASCO Numatics and TopWorx and an
insight into training by Rob Bartlett of the BVAA.

In only its fourth year of trading CVS had outgrown
its old workshop and needed to expand as a series
of long term contracts were secured. The CVS team
has steadily increased in size with another recruitment
drive expected to take place in the autumn.
With the whole site measuring nearly 2,500 square
metres including a 600 square metre workshop, the
new premises is over ten times bigger than CVS’ old
site at Links Street. CVS also join some other major
companies who occupy this huge business park.

For CVS’ Managing Director Mick Beavers the move
to Portlethen has been a signiﬁcant milestone and he
is very grateful to Rob Bartlett and the team at the
BVAA for what the organisation does to support its
members.
Looking to the future Mick said “We have had an
exceptional journey over the last 3 years to get to
where we are today and with plans to accelerate our
growth we are now in a prime position with our new
ﬂagship facilities.”

Rob Bartlett said “This is truly a pivotal moment for
CVS and I was honoured to be asked to ofﬁcially open
the new facility. Having always encouraged the team
at CVS to take an active role in the BVAA right from
the beginning it has been a delight seeing the company
grow from strength to strength.”
Mac Stevenson, Sales Manager is over the moon with
the new facility saying: “The new premises combine a
fantastic suite of ofﬁces as well as a much larger state
of the art valve workshop and testing area.”

CVS Team outside
new premises

Test rig demonstration

He added “The new building also gives us more
warehousing space which is a signiﬁcant step up from
the old place where we used separate warehousing
facilities. Now we can offer clients an even more
comprehensive Valve Management Service.”
With two Open Days being staged immediately after
the ofﬁcial opening most of CVS’ clients will be visiting
the new premises as well as having the opportunity
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Control Valve Solutions Ltd
Tel: 01224 583116 / 0151 531 1501
www.controlvalvesolutions.co.uk

Everything for the valve and
actuator industry
except valves and actuators
Rotork Valvekits is pleased to
announce that Pro-Kits Ltd is
now part of the Rotork Group

Rotork Valvekits
Brookside Way
Nunn Park
Huthwaite
Nottinghamshire NG17 2NL
England
tel
+44 (0)1623 440211
fax
+44 (0)1623 440214
email sales@rotorkvalvekits.com

Redeﬁning Flow Control

EnerMech Opens in India
Mechanical engineering specialist,
EnerMech, is to open its ﬁrst ofﬁce
in India as a ﬁrst step in developing
a presence in the country’s fast
expanding oil and gas sector.
The Mumbai ofﬁce, headed up by
newly appointed Country Manager
Steve Watson, will be followed
with the opening of a workshop
and storage facility in Kakindada,
Andrah Pradesh region, by the end
of 2012.
EnerMech believes its Process,
Pipeline and Umbilicals, Cranes
and Lifting, Engineering and
Valves Divisions can add value
to exploration and contractor
companies operating in the region.
The move in to India, which
represents an multimillion dollar
investment, ties in to an ambition
expansion plan for the Asia Paciﬁc
region which will see new ofﬁces
or bases being opened in Hong
Kong, Kuala Lumpur and Busan,
and Brisbane and Karratha in
Western Australia.
EnerMech, which is a major provider of engineering. maintenance
and training services to the energy
sector, is already well represented
in Singapore, Australia and China.
The company believes Indian based
clients will beneﬁt from its wide
ranging experience of working on
major Asia Paciﬁc and Western oil
and gas projects, and cost savings
through the deployment of local

labour and a large equipment ﬂeet
based in-country.
To drive the expansion plans,
EnerMech have appointed Steve
Watson as Country Manager and a
recruitment campaign is underway
for engineering and design staff.
Mr Watson worked for Halliburton
for more than 36 years, holding
operational and management
positions in India and Bangladesh
over a 17 year period, including
Country Manager in India for
the past 12 years and worked in
similar roles in the Middle East,
Russia and the Caspian region.
Latterly Mr Watson has managed
a number of pipeline and process
projects in India for ONGC, Cairn
Energy, Aker and Helix Energy
Solutions.
EnerMech managing director,
Doug Duguid, said: “India’s oil
and gas industry is of major
importance to us as we continue to
internationalise the business. We
are making a signiﬁcant capital
investment
in
infrastructure,
equipment and in placing expert
personnel in-country, which ﬁts our
long term strategy of extending
our footprint in India.”
“We hope the major producers and
contractors will ﬁnd our innovative
and ﬂexible approach an attractive
proposition and we are looking to
develop strong partnerships which
mirror our success in other major
oil and gas hubs.”

By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm

Country Manager, Steve Watson

Steve Watson added: “Almost
half of my career has been spent
on the Indian subcontinent and I
am looking forward to using that
experience to roll out EnerMech’s
business lines to the energy sector.
The company’s willingness to
invest in the region and reputation
of training a local workforce
to
demanding
international
standards was a major attraction
in taking this position.”
EnerMech also announced in May
that they would invest £40 million
($65 million) in new equipment
and in acquisitions to expand
operations in the USA and planned
to open a new base in the Gulf of
Mexico in addition to its existing
Houston operation.

EnerMech Ltd
Tel: 01224 723300
www.enermech.com

TECHNICAL

HOT SPOT

Metallic butterﬂy valves
ISO/DIS 10631 “Metallic butterﬂy valves for
general purposes”
ISO/DIS 10631 was approved for acceptance, with 13
out of 14 P - Member countries voting in favour of
the DIS.
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However many technical comments have been
received from USA who voted disapproval of the
DIS. Although the DIS is formally approved these
comments will be discussed and considered by ISO/
TC 153/SC 1/WG8 at its next meeting prior to any
decision being taken.

Schuck connects

Schuck- a name synonymous with quality,
based on three decades of global experience,
developing and manufacturing valves and
actuation systems.

Schuck Valves Limited
Tel: + 44 (0) 800 634 0082
Fax: + 44 (0) 1455 636090
Email: sales@schuck-valves.com
www.schuck-group.com
Ball Valves – Actuators – Check Valves – Insulation Joints
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ASCO Numatics –
Custom Engineered Solution
Self-draining aseptic diaphragm valves with ATEX approval and special ﬂanges are delivered in
just six weeks - helping to meet challenging delivery schedule for ink cartridge ﬁlling machine
ASCO Numatics has supplied custom engineered aseptic
diaphragm valves to ﬁlling machinery manufacturer Sneyders
Machineconstructie in Belgium. The special valves will be used in
the ﬁlling module of a machine being designed and engineered
to ﬁll ink cartridges for a major manufacturer of industrial
printing solutions. The ATEX-certiﬁed valves, which were custom
engineered with special clamp connections, were delivered in just
six weeks – helping to meet a challenging delivery schedule.
Within two days of the initial discussion, ASCO Numatics provided
a Solidworx 3d drawing for the custom engineered aseptic valve.
This made it easy for the Sneyders design team to check that the
valves would ﬁt within their compact design. The early availability
of this drawing was a big beneﬁt, reducing the overall engineering
time for the project.
ASCO Numatics custom engineered aseptic
diaphragm valves help prevent ink contamination
on cartridge ﬁlling machine

“ASCO Numatics were able to translate our special requirements
for valves into delivered products in just six weeks,” said Jef
Broeckx, Sneyders. “This contributed to our success in meeting
the challenging delivery schedule for this machine.”
The special clamp connections were required to match other
connectors used on the machine. Standardising on connections
enabled Sneyders to minimise the spares requirements for their
customer, as only one type of clamp and sealing gasket were
required.

ASCO Numatics Ltd.
Tel: 01695 713600
www.asconumatics.co.uk

By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm

TECHNICAL
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Construction Products Directive (89/106/EEC)
Enquiry into national regulations for Construction Products
During its last plenary meeting in
June 2011, CEN/TC 69 discussed
whether industrial valves must
be considered as Construction
Products. CEN/TC 69 launched
an enquiry within CEN/TC 69
to determine which European
countries have a national regulation
(CPR) considering industrial valves
(metallic and thermoplastic) as
Construction Products.
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Only Czech Republic answered
having a National Regulation
which, despite request from
CEN/TC 69 secretariat, was not
provided for review. Germany has
a regulation which is not national,
but regional.
Moreover there has been no
request on the market for valves
CE-marked under CPR.

At its June 2012 meeting therefore
CEN/TC 69 decided to stop its
work of drafting harmonized
standards under CPR. If in the
future there is a request on the
market for valves CE-marked
under CPR, then CEN/TC 69 will
resume its work on valves for CPR.
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AUMA is approved
actuator contractor
for Mochovce NPP
AUMA’s ability to supply products to meet the requirements of
inside and outside containment was key to the company achieving
approved actuator contractor status for Mochovce NPP in Slovakia.
The order is signiﬁcant for the manufacturer and global supplier of
electric actuators as 1,900 units will be commissioned as part of
reconstruction of the plant’s third and fourth units.
Located close to the towns of Nitra and Levice on the site of the
former village of Mochovce, the existing reactors are both 470
MW. The additional two units that will be automated with the
support of AUMA actuators will achieve an annual total of 6,000
Gwh of electricity.
AUMA was put forward by the instrumentation and DCS contractor
Areva-Siemes who have overseen the supply to date of 657
actuators.
Products supplied for valve control at the plant’s new unit are the
AUMA SAI inside containment actuator, SAN device for outside
containment and the company’s standard SG product. All actuators
conform to AUMA’s modular design construction which ensures
ease of installation and upgrades.
AUMA UK is part of the global AUMA organisation - specialists
in the manufacture and international supply of modular electric
actuators.

AUMA has been selected to supply 1,900 electric
actuators to aid automation at Mochovce NPP
– an example of one of the actuators supplied is
shown in the foreground

AUMA Actuators Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 1275 871141
www.auma.com
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By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm
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Steel Check Valves
EN 14341:2006 “Industrial valves - Steel check valves” was
submitted to the CEN systematic review in 2011.
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Following the results of the review, CEN/TC 69 requested its secretariat
to launch a resolution for the revision of EN 14341:2006.
A vote on the resolution was launched among member countries.
The result of the voting is that the resolution is not approved since less
than 5 countries committed themselves to participate in this revision,
in which case EN 14341:2006 will have to be conﬁrmed unchanged. In
this case, its reference may be taken out of the OJEU and the standard
will no longer give presumption of conformity to PED.
The ﬁnal decision on this issue will be taken during the next plenary
meeting of CEN/TC 69 on 12 June 2012.
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Boiler drum level control is critical, but because
my feedwater valves are too big to accurately
control flow, I have the constant threat of a plant
trip. For accurate, reliable and consistent flow
control, I need the optimum size valves.

YOU CAN DO THAT

To remain competitive in the power industry, achieving new levels of safe, optimum
performance is vital, especially in critical areas. The unrivalled range of Fisher® valves
from Emerson includes boiler feedwater start-up and regulator valves that can be tailor-made for your operation.
Engineered to eliminate cavitation during initial operation, they provide the rangeability required for smooth
transition from start-up through to full load operations. Just one example of Fisher valves helping to minimise
unplanned situations. For more information, visit www.Fisher.com/Power or call 0870 240 1978.

The Emerson logo is a trademark and service mark of Emerson Electric Co. ©2012 Fisher Controls International LLC
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HSE cost recovery
scheme conﬁrmed to
start in October 2012
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has today
conﬁrmed that its cost recovery scheme, Fee for
Intervention (FFI), will start on 1 October 2012
subject to Parliamentary approval.
FFI recovers costs from those who break health and
safety laws for the time and effort HSE spends helping
to put matters right, such as, investigating and taking
enforcement action.
Law-abiding businesses will be free from costs and
will not pay a fee.

guidance explains how the
scheme will work and what
businesses can do to comply
with the law and avoid incurring a fee.
“It is right that those who
break the law should pay
their fair share of the costs
to put things right - and not
the public purse. Firms who
manage workplace risks
properly will not pay.”

Gordon MacDonald, HSE’s Programme Director, said:
“Conﬁrming the date for the start of Fee For Intervention and publishing the guidance will give dutyholders
clarity and certainty about the start of the scheme and
what they can expect.

The HSE Board recommended the introduction of FFI
to ministers in December 2011. HSE has completed a
successful test run of the scheme in preparation for its
start in October.

“We have worked with industry representatives in
shaping the ﬁnal form of the scheme and the published

HSE FFI Guidance can be found on HSE website:
www.hse.gov.uk/fee-for-intervention/index.htm

Specialists in design, manufacture and
assembly of Nozzle Check, Twin Plate,
Sprung Disc and Swing Type Check valves.

UK suppliers to energy, water and process industries since 1988
www.abacusvalves.com
Part of The Glen Foundry Group
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+44 (0) 1505 681 777

 +44 (0) 1505 683 999

Zoedale Plc add a new quarter-turn gearbox
range to their actuator combinations
Zoedale is pleased to introduce the SBWG
gearbox to their product portfolio, a new series
of gearboxes especially designed for quarterturn actuators.
Not only is this new gearbox more ﬁnancially economical,
but it is equal or better in terms of technical design than the
already popular MF range – AND - better still, it will cover
more applications, offering torque ﬁgures of up to 610,00Nm
The SBWG covers a large range of sizes, in fact ratios from
1/168 to 1/1800 and with output ﬂange arrangements from
F16-F80, direct mounting to most ISO ﬂanged valves becomes
an easy option.
A torque range from 6,500Nm to 610,000Nm allows Zoedale
to more accurately match the output torque to your valve
requirements, and they’re suitable for both on/off AND Class
III positioning operations.
The versatility of these gearboxes is endless, they’re even
suitable for underground applications due to being ingress
protection rated to IP67 or IP68.

Stockists and distributers for:
Forged Steel Gate, Globe & Check Valves
½" to 2"
800lb / 1500lb / 2500lb – NPT, SW & BW
150lb / 300lb / 600lb / 1500lb / 2500lb – Flanged

One of the widest materials ranges
stocked in Europe, including:
Carbon Steel & Low Temperature
ASTM A105N
ASTM A350 LF2
Chrome Alloy
ASTM A182 F5
ASTM A182 F9
ASTM A182 F11
ASTM A182 F22
Stainless Steels
ASTM A182 F304 / F304L / F304H
ASTM A182 F316 / F316L
ASTM A182 F321 / F321H
ASTM A182 F347 / F347H
Exotics
ASTM A182 F51 – Duplex
ASTM A182 F53 – Super Duplex
ASTM A182 F55 – Super Duplex
Monel
Alloy 625

Operating large Butterﬂy valve with quarter-turn
gearbox actuator combination.

Standard ambient operating temperature range
is from -20oC to + 90oC but for extreme low
temperature situations, an option for -40oC is
readily available.
Epoxy coated as standard makes the gearbox
suitable for most industrial applications –
however marine, either on shore or off shore
speciﬁcations can be catered for, as well as
tropical or desert environments. An especially
convenient removable splined drive bush
comes as standard, enabling the end user –
YOU - to specify drive requirements or machine
in house.
ALL of the Bernard actuator and gearbox
combinations are available with standard
controls, integrated analogue or intelligent
digital control. In addition they can be
FIELDBUS enabled and/or with ATEX approval
and certiﬁcation, greatly sought after options.
SO...... taking into account all of the above,
if you couple these gearboxes up to the
reliable Bernard actuator then actuation of
large quarter turn valves becomes a breeze!

(SS=HS]LZHYLM\SS`,5JLY[PÄLK
Power Valves International Ltd.,
Centrus Business Park, Mead Lane, Hertford.
SG13 7GX. England

Zoedale Plc

Tel: 01992 538022 Fax: 01992 538033
Email: power.valves@btconnect.com

Tel: 01234 832832
www.zoedale.co.uk
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Second Generation
007C Control Monitors
from K Controls
During the last decade the number of companies specifying integrated “Control Monitors”
for on/off pneumatically actuated valves has been increasing. The interest came initially
from end users and contactors, but now that the concept is better understood and
accepted, valve resellers will often present the concept to their customers. The idea is
simple; replace the switch and solenoid enclosures with a single unit and save on space
and installation cost.
A second generation of 007C
Control Monitors are now available.
The internal pilot solenoid is now
laid on its side so that a low proﬁle
cover can be ﬁtted. In addition the
pneumatic control valve has been
moved to the underside of the
unit, into the space that would be
normally occupied by a standard
bracket. The 007C can be ﬁtted to
a rotary actuator using a stainless
steel mounting kit with or without
a visual indicator. The top mounted
“Klearvision” indicator is also
available. A range of slotted drive
levers allows the 007C to be ﬁtted

The Klearvision visual indicator is an option on the 007C

to linear actuators of different
stroke lengths; replacing a banjo
mounted solenoid valve and two
separate switches.
A single conduit entry is all that is
required on the 007C because the
switches and solenoid can now be
connected via a single multi-core
cable. This makes for a particularly
38
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neat installation that eliminates
cabling, glands and local junction
boxes. The solenoid is close to
the actuator and protected from
impact. (With remote solenoids
there can be slower response
times as air is exhausted from long
runs of interconnecting tubing and
solenoid identiﬁcation in cabinets
can also be a problem).

of solenoids are available from a
number of different manufacturers
that have both global reach
and an excellent reputation for
quality and reliability. The pilot
solenoid(s) can be optionally ﬁtted
with a momentary or maintainable
manual override. (The manual
override is “tamperproof” because
the cover has to be removed
before it can be operated).
Compact 007C shown ﬁtted to a
rotary pneumatic actuator

The 007C is available 3/2 for single
acting actuators, 5/2 for double
acting actuators or 5/2 with dual
solenoids for double acting “stay
put” actuators. The pneumatic
connections are ¼" BSP and the CV
is 0.5. The pneumatic connection
to the actuator is short and direct.
The IP66 enclosure is readily
accessible via just two captive cover
screws to reveal the switches,
solenoid(s)
and
terminals.
Switches can be mechanical, reed
or inductive proximity. The angled
cover gives easy access for switch
cam adjustment. A wide range

Fitting the 007C with solenoids
that have Piezotronic or low
powered coil technology makes
it compatible with remote I/O,
PROFIBUS® PA or FOUNDATION™

FIELDBUS
systems,
thereby
eliminating lengthy cable runs
between the valve and the control
room. Versions of the 007C are
available gas and dust certiﬁed
ATEX II 2 GD Exia, for use in Zones
1, 2, 21 and 22. In non-hazardous
areas integration can be carried
one step further via the addition
of AS-interface® and DeviceNet™
ﬁeldbus cards and M12 plug and
socket connectors.
So rather than sending two
enquiries, one for a switchbox
and one for a solenoid, why not
consider the 007C when you next
have an application?

K Controls Ltd
Tel: 01895 449601
www.k-controls.co.uk
007C shown with the cover removed

A comprehensive range of

Fisher Control Valves
backed by our expertise &
available from stock

Fisher’s extensive range of control valves are
suitable for varying processes throughout
industry including the Petrochemical, Chemical,
Oil, Gas, Pharmaceutical, Paper, Nuclear, Utilities
and Food & Beverage industries.

Intelligent Flow Management
We are one of the UK’s leading
manufacturers and distributors of
fluid control equipment, offering a
comprehensive range of process and
instrumentation valves, filters and
ancillary equipment.
Our expertise and experience enables
us to offer complete valve packages
to suit your individual requirements
including:
Valve automation
Project management
Inventory management
Control systems
Clean build
Set up & testing
Design & technical support

Fluid control engineers since 1866

+44 (0) 151 488 7222
www.heaps.co.uk
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Essential requirement:
Procuring actuated valves
ject manager to oversee the entire
lifecycle of the order and provide
a single point of contact.
Value-added service
In addition to technical speciﬁcations and quantities, when procuring actuation packages there are
also detailed design expectations
and safety parameters within
which the actuators must open
and close that must be taken into
consideration.
H.S. Pipequipment, a leading
supplier of world-class valves to
the oil, gas and petrochemical
industries,
has
decades
of
experience in navigating the
international supply chain. Here,
their Engineering Manager, Gordon
McNair explains the rigorous
process involved in ensuring plants
and assets get the right actuation
package for the job.
When the need arises to install
or replace equipment in the oil,
gas and petrochemical industries,
it is imperative that exacting
requirements are met to avoid
potentially disastrous safety or
performance issues. Fulﬁlling these
crucial but often time-intensive
procurement needs on deadline
can be tough, especially when
it comes to obtaining actuation
packages. For this reason, a thirdparty supplier is often invaluable
in opening the door to the global
supply chain and ensuring that
the right combination of valve and
actuator are obtained.
Due to the technical nature of procurement and the complexity involved, a good supplier must also
have considerable engineering
resource and strong project management capabilities to ensure the
requirements are evaluated, understood and met and the order
remains on track. To achieve this,
all HSP clients are assigned a pro40
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One of the biggest challenges in
procurement is that contractors
and end-users often provide
different equipment speciﬁcations.
The ﬁrst task for the supplier is
therefore to establish the exact
requirements by clarifying and
resolving
any
inconsistencies
in the speciﬁcations. Once this
has
happened,
arranging
a
meeting between the client, valve
and
actuation
manufacturers
together to go through the
requirements is invaluable to ﬁnetune the speciﬁcations and avoid
unnecessary delays later on.
To make sure the unit has robust
life, a good supplier will enhance
the actuation package beyond the
basic requirements. One common
example of this is the additional
speciﬁcation to bolster connecting
stems with the material INCONEL
718, which also helps guarantee
that rigorous safety speciﬁcations
are met.
Carrying out a full engineering
review of components such as
adapter plates, bolts, couplings
and stem materials and procuring
these items from the actuator
manufacturer also ensures that the
package will ﬁt together correctly.
Crucially, it can also prevent
mistakes and ‘grey areas’ arising
in the supply chain process when,
for instance, the components have
been sourced from different third-

party suppliers – a common source
of headaches and delays.
A full review of the control system
should also be conducted – again
using engineering disciplines to
ensure the right components are
assembled. In this and other aspects of the procurement, a good
supplier will take the pressure
away from the contract team and
client by going beyond the basic
intermediary role and proactively
working as both a reliable technical partner and advisor.
On-track and
on-time management
Once the engineering issues are
resolved, the project moves on to
the manufacturing phase. Here,
communication is key, which is
why the supplier will ensure the
valve and actuator manufacturers
are clear on the speciﬁcations at
an early stage and that all the
necessary components ﬁt together
ﬁrst time.
In addition, scheduling and
submitting inspection and test
plans ensures the manufacturer
knows that formal inspection
processes will take place and
will maintain discipline and
punctuality
throughout
the
order. A pre-inspection meeting
between the client, valve and
actuation manufacturers again
ensures the necessary tests and
documentation are provided and
that all expectations are met
without disruption during the
testing phase.
Often, global distributors use
Valve Actuation Centres (VAC) to
test the valve and the actuator in a
workshop environment. Typically,
however, these ‘VAC’ centres
often do not have the depth of
facilities found at manufacturers’
facilities. For this reason, we
believe a more effective approach

for suppliers is to leverage strong
relationships with manufacturers
and schedule the testing phase
at the manufacturer’s premises,
ensuring access to a wider-range
of valve types, lifting equipment
and pressure and temperature
testing capabilities. Testing at
the manufacturer’s facilities also
removes the potential requirement
for a re-test, in turn ensuring
actuation package is certiﬁed and
passed for delivery in the fastest
possible time.
Comprehensive documentation
and attention to detail
Documentation and certiﬁcation
is a fundamental part of the
procurement process as it enables
oil and gas assets in particular to
trace components. Without the
necessary documentation, the
order cannot be ﬁnalised.
A further priority task for the
supplier is to submit a general
arrangement drawing that shows
the valve and actuator together. When buying directly from a

manufacturer or valve and actuation centre these essential drawings will typically not be provided
quickly and yet these are often
crucial documents for clients as
they layout facilities.
For this reason, unlike many other suppliers, HSP guarantees the
drawings are delivered within
four-six weeks. This added service
is extremely enabling for the client, as it allows engineering work
to continue and ensures the programme stays on schedule. No
matter how many valve and actuator manufacturers are involved in
the order, the documentation for
actuation packages needs to be
presented in a consistent format
and in accordance with the client’s requirements. It should also
include pre-approved inspection

materials such as ATEX and SIL
electrical design certiﬁcation. To
help ensure projects stay on track,
we always ensure ﬁnal delivery of
dossiers within four weeks of the
actuation package arriving at the
plant or asset.
In all, in addition to strong engineering acumen and supply chain
relationships, the most important
quality a good actuation supplier
needs to have is responsiveness.
Speciﬁcally, this means orders
should be adapted in accordance
with engineering comments and
changes need to be adhered to
without issue – however late in
the process. Notices for inspection should be on time and the
inspector should always have access to the right people and the
appropriate documentation.

HS Pipequipment
Tel: 01635 201329
Website: www.hsp.co.uk

When faced with high pressure and high
temperature you need to know you are in safe hands.
BEL Valves Ltd deliver high pressure, high temperature valves for critical oil and gas applications.
With extensive experience at these extremes you know you are in safe hands.
We always operate:
O at extremes of pressure O at extremes of temperature O in ultra-deep water
For further information visit www.belvalves.com or email sales@belvalves.com

Excellence
in Valve
Engineering
Excellence
in Valve
Engineering

www.belvalves.com
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KKI employs 18 new people
Yorkshire-based KOSO Kent Introl (KKI) has made 18 new
appointments over the last few months, as the specialist control
valves manufacturer and supplier continues to grow in Yorkshire
and expand across other parts of the world, including Australia and
Brazil.
David Limb, sales director at KKI said: “Despite steady trading
conditions in manufacturing, we are continuing to expand the
business to meet growing demand for our control valve products
from national and international customers amongst the oil and gas,
petrochemical and power industry sectors.”
“Over the last twelve months, we have made a substantial investment
locally, in our most important assets; our people, hi-tech equipment,
premises and facilities. As part of our Continuous Improvement
Programme, we continue to improve our processes and efﬁciencies,
maintain the quality of output and increase capacity. This is a
testament to our ongoing commitment to provide a world-class
service to our customers around the world, from our home right
here in Yorkshire.”

Back row (L-R): Jonathan Gill, Douglas
Currie, Joseph Pugh, Tim Jackson, Russell
Dawson Second row (L-R): Paul France,
Kelly Jordan, Stephen Heppenstall,
Paul Woolston Front: Michael Dennison

Last year, KKI opened an 18,000
square foot factory, close to the
original premises on Armytage Road
in Brighouse. It is the company’s third
facility in Brighouse, where it has been
based for over forty years. The new site
houses the aftermarket service team
responsible for service and spares and
offers additional capacity for scheduled
shut-down or maintenance programmes
that demand high volume turnaround in
short timescales.
The new recruits include Paul France,
Russell Dawson and Jonathan Gill as
Workshop Engineers, Tim Jackson, Site
Engineer, Julie Tasker, Projects Engineer,
Douglas Currie, Design Engineer, Richard
Hayes, Development Engineer, Carl
Midgley, Senior Design Engineer, Mark
Gaskell, Subsea Engineer. Dean Foxcroft,
Stephen Heppenstall, Stuart Benn and
Craig Smith join as CNC Operators, with
Simon Fairburn coming on board as
Machine Operator. Paul Woolston is the
new VB. NET Developer, Kelly Jordan is
HR Assistant, with Joseph Pugh joining
as Stores Assistant and Michael Dennison
as Purchasing Manager.

KOSO Kent Introl
Tel: 01484 71031104
www.kentintrol.com
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OVER THE PAST FOUR DECADES, KENT INTROL HAS
ALWAYS HAD A REPUTATION FOR PRODUCING THE
HIGHEST QUALITY CHOKE AND CONTROL VALVES.
We’ve often said that maintaining our
place in the market is only possible if
we continue to invest in the most
important aspects of our business.
That’s why in the last 12 months
alone we’ve invested in new
premises to accommodate our
growing aftercare team, new
machinery to increase

kentintrol

manufacturing efficiency and new
employees with skills to support the
key functions of our business.
Add to this a continuous
improvement programme that
promotes a philosophy of total
quality, and it’s clear that we do more
than just talk about staying ahead.

AT KKI WE DON’T JUST TALK ABOUT
TOTAL QUALITY, WE INVEST IN IT

We’d like to talk to you about how our total quality approach can
benefit your organisation. Contact us today to find out more.
KOSO KENT INTROL LIMITED
ARMYTAGE ROAD, BRIGHOUSE, WEST YORKSHIRE HD6 1QF
TELEPHONE +44 (0)1484 710311 EMAIL info@kentintrol.com
WWW.KENTINTROL.COM

Koso Kent Introl is part of the KOSO Group of companies.
AUTUMN 2012
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Provalve Continues
its Growth initiative
In line with the company’s growth initiative the Yorkshire based
Specialist Valve Repair Company Provalve has recently with an
investment in excess of One million Pounds more than doubled the
size of its premises. The new site covers some 25,000 Square Feet
with a workshop and ofﬁces facility of 15,000 Square Feet. As part
of the development they have invested in machinery and plant to
develop the Mechanical aspect of the business now offering with
Control Valve expertise ‘’best in class’’ Safety/Relief Valve repair
services both on and off-site, this service has been extended to
include general mechanical valves and on/off applications.
Re structuring of the company has also been undertaken place with
the promotion of Mick Brooke to Operations Director.
Dennis Alsancak who has some 40 years experience in the valve
industry having during his career worked for many of the leading
manufacturers has joined the company in the new position as Sales
Director. Michel West has been appointed in the position of Health,
Safety and Quality Manager. The company is also increasing its

manpower iin all
ll other
h areas iin order
d to
back up its growth initiative.
Provalve are a ‘’Fisher Approved Service
Provider’’ and has held this prestigious
approval for 5 years, our development
within Emersons ‘’FASP’’ network now
placed Provalve as their No.1 repair
associate in the UK and as such our
repair model has been rolled out across
Europe and Scandinavia. Provalve have
also secured a ‘’Black Tie’’ agreement
with Flowserve extending to all valve
products.
These attributes have enabled Provalve
to secure a number long term contracts
with a number of UK Oil & Gas, Reﬁning,
Power and Petrochemical companies.

Provalve Ltd
Tel: 01484 424676
www.provalve.co.uk
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www.springs.co.uk

Valve springs
Reliability when it really counts
Formula 1
& Automotive

Critical applications demand perfection.
Springtech deliver exactly that. Our bespoke products are
manufactured on time, in budget and with clear, regular communication
and technical knowledge engaged from the moment you place an order.

Aerospace
& Defence

Di vers i ty an d E xp erti s e
Products that require precision in their performance and signiﬁcant research, design,
prototyping and development are our strengths. This has made us a global leader in the
manufacture of springs and related products.

Medical

From precise and critical medical applications, through to the technical performance of
Formula One Racing and the robust and reliable requirements of the oil and gas industries,
all our products carry with them a wealth of experience in their development.
We supply a wide range of custom designed springs and pressings to industries
worldwide from our UK manufacturing bases in Buckinghamshire and Aberdeenshire. Our
comprehensive service includes; design, tooling, development and manufacture drawing
from our in-house R&D tooling centre.
We manufacture in accordance to BS EN ISO 9001:2008 standards.

Expertise: Aerospace, Defence, Oil & Gas, Medical, Valves, Pumps, Actuators, Wind
Turbines, Propulsion Systems, Rotary Seals, Electronics, Automotive, Solar Power,
Furniture, Gas & Pipe Fittings, Telecommunications, and many more.
Springs: Seal Energising, Garter, Helical Seal, Canted Coil, Flat Leafed, Formed Lead, Flat
Waved, Compression, Conical, Wireforms/Clips, Waved, Cantilever, Drawbar, Extension,
Spiral, Tension, Torsion, Bespoke Pressings.

Oil & Gas

Materials: We manufacture using both exotic and standard materials including;
Martensitic & Austenitic Stainless Steel, Nickel based allows, Inconel X750, Alloy 90,
Allow C276, Copper Alloys, Beryllium & Phosphor Bronze.

Contact the spring experts today
Springtech Ltd.
Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire:
Tel: +44 (0)1346 518061 Fax: +44 (0) 1346 516817
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire:
Tel: +44 (0)1494 556700 Fax: +44 (0) 1494 511002
Email: enquiries@springs.co.uk
Web: www.springs.co.uk
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Pressure Tech Expands Team
With Senior Sales Appointment
Hadﬁeld-based manufacturer of
pressure regulators to the oil and
gas industry, Pressure Tech, has
appointed Russell Robinson as
Sales Manager for the UK and Europe, to support the pioneering
company’s expansion plans.
A seasoned professional in the
oil and gas industry, Russell
has worked in the sector for 15
years, having previously held
a managerial position at highpressure equipment provider,
Fluid Control.
At Pressure Tech, Russell is tasked
with increasing the company’s
distribution network in the UK
and Europe, via both existing
customers and new channels.

Steve Yorke-Robinson, Managing
Director, Pressure Tech says:
“Russell’s appointment is a key one
for the business at a time when our
product line is increasing and our
innovations are gaining attention
within the industry. Based on
Russell’s incredible track record in
business development, I have no
doubt he will be instrumental in
helping us achieve our objectives
over the next few years.”
Russell says: “The role at Pressure
Tech is a natural progression for

me; I’m looking forward to the
international remit of the role
and to working within such an
innovative business.”

Pressure Tech
Tel: 01457 899307
www.pressure-tech.com

PUMP & VALVE

Tough,
Long-lasting
Solutions
Our unique Technox® range of advanced ceramics
has consistently outperformed any hard material.
This ensures extended component life and reduced
process downtime, resulting in signiﬁcant cost savings.
Technox® – in a class of its own.

We tailor make
engineering components to
our customers’ speciﬁcations

www.dynacer.com
7  (LQIR#G\QDFHUFRP
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Installation of new
machining centre gets
underway at Kent Introl
In the last 12 months, Brighouse-based Koso Kent Introl
has made signiﬁcant investment in facilities, equipment
and people to support its ambitious growth plans. For
a start, its Aftermarket team moved into a brand new
18,000sq.ft building in mid-2011, from where the
expanding team is now co-ordinating its global service,
spares and upgrades activities. The company’s testing
facilities were enhanced later in the year when a stateof-the-art gas-testing pit was completed and put into
commission. And in the last six months alone, over 22
new recruits have joined the KKI workforce in a variety
of roles including engineering, machine operating, subsea
engineering, quality, HR and purchasing.
1. With the footings prepared, installation can ﬁnally begin

It’s a dynamic environment at the best of
times, but last month was notable for its
high level of activity, even by KKI standards.
One of the main reasons for this was the
commencement of the installation phase
for the company’s brand new machining
centre in the Factory 1 building. The
order for the machinery had been placed
over 12 months ago, and, having been
manufactured in Germany by Dorries
Scharmann Technologie GmBH, it was now
ready for delivery.
The groundwork had – literally – been laid
for its arrival in the preceding months, as
the factory ﬂoor had been reconﬁgured to
make space for the new arrival. With the
footings prepared, the way was clear for
installation to begin.
So, on a rainy morning in June, there was
much excitement as the Dorries Scharmann

2. Deliveries commence
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The machining centre will transform
the way in which valves are
manufactured at Koso Kent Introl.
For a start, it is able to combine
turning and drilling functions, and
can accommodate much larger
valves than previous machines.
Most importantly, it will allow for
much more efﬁcient production
techniques, enabling more ﬂexible
manpower planning and therefore
delivering signiﬁcant productivity
gains.

3. Dorries Scharmann engineers will support the installation project throughout

These operational beneﬁts will add
to those already being enjoyed as a
result of the installation of another
new machine in 2011. The Mazak
Integrex 200-4T is already proving
its worth, reducing set-up and
tooling time, and creating greater
capacity and contingency.
Commenting on the beneﬁts that
the new machines will bring, Lynn
Mowbray said:
“They are going to make a huge
difference to our operational
capability; especially for some of our
high proﬁle forthcoming projects for
key customers. They will help us with
our aim to keep all our production
in-house, thus maintaining absolute
standards of quality.”

4. Installation will take several weeks

engineers arrived on-site, followed
by a ﬂeet of wagons, delivering the
ﬁrst parts of the machinery to site.
Work will continue for the
forthcoming weeks and months as
the machine centre is assembled,
tested and calibrated before being
ofﬁcially handed over to Lynn
Mowbray, Operations Director at
KKI. On- and off-site training for
operatives will then begin, with full
production expected to commence
in September 2012.

“In the context of the company’s
ongoing continuous improvement
programme, this will help us to be at
the forefront of manufacturing and
engineering in our industry. We’re
aiming for world-class practices in
every aspect of what we do. It’s a
very exciting time, and we’re looking
forward to reaping the beneﬁts.”

KOSO Kent Introl
Tel: 01484 710311
www.kentintrol.com
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Industrial Diaphragm
Valves MasterClass
BVAA is delighted to announce a NEW one-day Industrial Diaphragm
Valves MasterClass Training course, brought to you in conjunction
with Crane ChemPharma Flow Solutions (Saunders Valves).
Taking place on Wednesday 17th October 2012 at the ‘Saunders’
facility in Cwmbran, the day will cover:• Bodies and lining materials
• Diaphragm properties and applications
• Automation
• Selection
• Aseptic service, and
• A manufacturer’s facility tour to include IDV and HC4.
Please be aware that places are restricted.
If you would like further information or to book a place, please

Leaders in Valve Technology...
Aquaflow offer an extensive range of:
• Wedge gate valves (UTI DN900)
• Swing check valves (UTI DN700)
• Recoil check valves
• Air valves
• Control valves
• Butterfly valves
• Anti pollution valves
• Backflow prevention valves

Engineering facilities:
• Fabrication of extension spindles
• Fabrication of EN598 pipework
• Actuator selection and configuration

contact Karen@bvaa.org.uk or call 01295
221270.
To find out more please call our team

01630 647100
www.aquaflowvalves.com
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The course fee for BVAA members is
£235+vat, non-members £350+vat.
Information about this and other BVAA
courses can be found at www.bvaa.org.
uk/training_courses.asp

ACTUATED SOLUTIONS LTD
Valve Automation Specialists

ACTUATED SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR INDUSTRY
Actuated Solutions is the UK’s leading
independent supplier of valve automation
products. With an in depth knowledge of
our products, our customers’ requirements
and our commitment to quality we provide
a level of technical support missing from
many of today’s leading suppliers.

HQ Electric Actuators
10,000Nm with a variety of control options including fail-safe battery
backup actuators. The HQ is now widely used throughout the UK by some
of the industries leading manufacturers and utility companies. HQ electric

ET Series Scotch Yoke Actuators
ET heavy duty scotch yoke actuators are ATEX, PED and CE
can be supplied with jack screw or hydraulic manual override
systems. Combined with our APL valve position monitors, we are
now able to supply pneumatic actuators complete with controls
for larger Oil and Gas applications.

Rack & Pinion Pneumatic Actuators
90°, 180° and 3-position fail mid actuators which are available
in anodised aluminium. In addition to the aluminium design
we have a ductile iron version for aggressive atmospheres /
offshore locations. All designs conform to Namur and ISO 5211
standards.
CALL US ON

01243 827469

EMAIL US ON

sales@actuated-solutions.co.uk

www.actuated-solutions.co.uk
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Rotork’s big valve gearboxes assist
the supply of fresh water to Shanghai
Valve gearboxes manufactured by Rotork Gears
have been supplied for the operation of giant
butterﬂy valves in a 17 billion Renminbi (RMB)
project designed to increase, improve and secure
the future supply of fresh water to the city of
Shanghai.
The Qingcaosha raw water project will provide a daily supply of
over seven million cubic metres (tonnes) of clean water through a
network of huge pipelines, the main four with a diameter of 5.5
metres (DN5500). Rotork heavy duty model IW17 worm gearboxes
have been ordered to operate butterﬂy valves manufactured by
CVVT (China Valve Technology Ltd) on these pipelines.
With a gear ratio of 14142:1 and an output torque of 850,000
Nm, the gearboxes enable manual valve operation or operation with
a portable pneumatic tool.

CPV O-SEAL SYSTEM

Positive control
of high-pressure
liquids & gases

The CPV O-Seal System of valves and fittings offers leakproof assurance
for liquids and elusive gases from vacuum to 6000 psi. It’s a total system.
The O-ring,flat faced fittings provide the reliability of a heat-sealed
system plus the convenience of "slip-in,slip-out" separable connections.
O-Seal valves,with their unique soft-seat cartridge design assure
years of service and thousands of bubble-tight shutoffs.Available
in tube & pipe sizes from 1/8" to 2".

Work in progress on one of the giant
DN5500 CVVT butterﬂy valves, with
Rotork IW17 gearbox attached, prior to
installation on the Qingcaosha project.

Rotork IW quarter-turn worm gearboxes
are designed for rugged service duties
with low or no maintenance. Available
for clockwise or anti-clockwise valve
operation, they feature a minimum
safety factor of twice the maximum
output torque. Tightly controlled
manufacturing
tolerances
provide
negligible backlash between the worm
and quadrant to deliver accurate
movement and reduced vibration
during travel.
Grease ﬁlled for life, the gearboxes are
‘O’ ring sealed with an IP67 or IP68
watertight enclosure for service in all
environments at ambient temperatures
between -20ºC and +80ºC. Options
include high or low temperature
service, limit switches, ﬂexible drive
extensions, padlock kits and an AWWA
speciﬁcation.

Call for more information,or visit www.tungum.com

Tungum Ltd.
Number One, Ashchurch Parkway
Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire GL20 8TU, UK
T: +44 (0) 1684 271290
F: +44 (0) 1684 291714
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CPV Manufacturing, Inc.
Philadelphia,PA USA
www.cpvmfg.com

Rotork Gears
Tel: +44 (0) 1225 733200
www.rotork.com

The Smart Solution
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BESPOKE VALVE SUPPLY
Independent valve specialist partnered
with leading manufacturers
Bespoke valves within standard
delivery times

VALVE SERVICE, REPAIR,
INSTALLATION & COMMISSIONING
Guaranteed 24-hour UK site response
on/offshore
State of the art workshop in Aberdeen ISO9001:2008 accredited and FPAL
Veriﬁed status

VALVE TESTING &
PERFORMANCE MONITORING
In-house testing and predictive diagnostics
On/offshore maintenance to API and
FCI standards

CVS VALVE MANAGERTM
For full valve life management for
preventative maintenance to minimise
planned and unexpected outages

Tel: 01224 583116
Email: sales@controlvalvesolutions.co.uk | Web: www.controlvalvesolutions.co.uk
FPAL Verify

Verified

Certiﬁcate No: 7835
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By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm
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Single market for goods
New Legislative Framework
ATEX Directive: 94/9/EC
The ATEX Directive will be
updated as part of the new
legislative framework alignment.
This is intended to bring together
the different New Approach
Directives so that they use
common terms and also use the
same
conformity
assessment
process. There are also clearer
requirements for manufacturers
to co-operate with enforcement
bodies to assist in preventing noncompliant products from reaching
the market.

therefore established to manage
the infrastructures and ensure
cooperation over time”.

The result of this is that all
certiﬁcates,
instructions
and
declarations will require updating
with the new Directive number.
Certiﬁcates will also change from
‘EC Type Examination’ to ‘EU Type
Examination’ Manufacturers are
expected to have several years to
implement the changes needed
to documents and will be able
to update certiﬁcates as they
require modiﬁcation, however, it
is expected that the market will
start to insist that certiﬁcates are
updated.

Deﬁnitions
The proposal introduces harmonised deﬁnitions of terms which
are commonly used throughout
Union harmonisation legislation
and should therefore be given a
consistent meaning throughout
that legislation.

Timescale:
The European Commission state
– “Implementation still remains a
work in progress because effective
coordination and cooperation
between
national
authorities
require,
to
allow
market
surveillance and imports control
make their effects felt, permanent
and continuous work, much more
than an action limited in time.
Measures which have been and
are currently being put in place are
54
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For more information refer to the
Europa website:
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/
policies/single-market-goods/
regulatory-policies-commonrules-for-products/newlegislative-framework/
Main elements of the changes

Obligations of economic
operators and traceability
requirements
The
proposal
clariﬁes
the
obligations
of
manufacturers
and authorised representatives
and introduces obligations for
importers
and
distributors.
Importers must verify that the
manufacturer has carried out the
applicable conformity assessment
procedure and has drawn up a
technical documentation. They
must also make sure with the
manufacturer that this technical
documentation can be made
available to authorities upon
request. Furthermore importers
must verify that the products
are
correctly
marked
and

accompanied by the required
documents,
instructions
and
safety information. They must
keep a copy of the Declaration
of Conformity and indicate
their name and address on the
product, or where this is not
possible on the packaging or the
accompanying
documentation.
Distributors must verify that the
product bears the CE marking, the
name of the manufacturer and of
the importer, if relevant, and that
it is accompanied by the required
documentation and instructions.
Importers and distributors must
cooperate with market surveillance
authorities and take appropriate
actions when they have supplied
non-compliant products.
Enhanced traceability
obligations
These are introduced for all
economic operators. Products
have to bear the manufacturer’s
name and address and a number
allowing to identify and link
the product to its technical
documentation. When a product
is imported the importer’s name
and address must also be on
the product. Furthermore every
economic operator must be able
to identify towards authorities
the economic operator who has
supplied him with a product or to
whom he has supplied a product.
Harmonised standards
Compliance
with
harmonised
standards provides a presumption
of conformity with the essential
requirements. On 1 June 2011

the Commission adopted a proposal for a
Regulation on European Standardisation that sets
out a horizontal legal framework for European
standardisation. The proposal for the Regulation
contains inter alia provisions on standardisation
requests from the Commission to the European
Standardisation Organisations, on the procedure
for objections to harmonised standards and on
stakeholder participation in the standardisation
process. Consequently the provisions of Directive
94/9/EC which cover the same aspects have
been deleted in this proposal for reasons of legal
certainty. The provisions conferring presumption
of conformity to harmonised standards have been
modiﬁed to clarify the extent of the presumption
of conformity when standards only partially cover
the essential requirements.

Turn it on !

Notiﬁed Bodies
The proposal reinforces the notiﬁcation criteria
for notiﬁed bodies. It clariﬁes that subsidiaries
or subcontractors must also comply with the
notiﬁcation requirements. Speciﬁc requirements
for notifying authorities are introduced, and the
procedure for notiﬁcation of notiﬁed bodies is
revised. The competence of a notiﬁed body must
be demonstrated by an accreditation certiﬁcate.
Where accreditation has not been used to evaluate
the competence of a notiﬁed body, the notiﬁcation
must comprise the documentation demonstrating
how the competence of that body has been
evaluated. Member States will have the possibility
to object to a notiﬁcation.
Market surveillance and the safeguard clause
procedure
The proposal revises the existing safeguard clause
procedure. It introduces a phase of information
exchange between Member States, and speciﬁes
the steps to be taken by the authorities concerned,
when a non-compliant product is found. A real
safeguard clause procedure leading to a Decision at
Commission level on whether a measure is justiﬁed
or not is only launched when another Member
State objects to a measure taken against a product.
Where there is no disagreement on the restrictive
measure taken, all Member States must take the
appropriate action on their territory.

2012

Conformity assessment and CE marking
Directive 94/9/EC has selected the appropriate
conformity assessment procedures which have
to apply in order to demonstrate that their
products comply with the essential health and
safety requirements. The proposal aligns these
procedures to their updated versions set out in
the NLF Decision. Sector speciﬁc elements of
the procedures have been maintained. General
principles of the CE marking are set out in Article
30 of Regulation 765/2008, while the detailed
provisions on the afﬁxing of the CE marking and
the speciﬁc marking of explosion protection to
products have been inserted in this proposal.

8th Biennial Valve World Conference & Exhibition

Düsseldorf, Germany
27–29 November 2012
The Valve World Expo presents continual growth,
outstanding innovations and the highest level of
technology at the Düsseldorf location again in 2012.
Valves and the entire palette of accessories, as well
as the preceding and succeeding technologies take
centre stage. The Valve World Conference, as the
most important event of the industry, analyses the
future of the markets against the background of fascinating developments and scientiÀc evaluations.
Turn it on! Again in Düsseldorf.
Sponsored by:

www.valveworldexpo.com
Simply use the QR-Code Reader of your camera phone
to get more information about VALVE WORLD EXPO
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Keep maintenance costs
low with in-line repair
To minimise shutdown periods and improve power
plant efﬁciency, Tyco Valves & Controls offers an inline repairable high pressure globe valve. The Yarway
Welbond valve is suitable for general line service and
engineered to handle operating pressures from Class
1700 up to ASME Class 4500, helping to keep high
pressure power plants up and running.
In-line
repairable
pipeline
components allow maintenance
and repair to be performed onsite in a matter of hours, without
cutting out and re-welding
sections of pipe. The Yarway inline repair tool is available for
hire or purchase, and can be used
by a plant’s own maintenance
personnel, or by a Tyco service
engineer. Using the tool, the
Yarway Welbond globe valve stem,
disk and packing can be removed
through the yoke for inspection
or repair, and the valve’s solid
Stellite® seat can be fully exposed
for re-seating, providing an asnew seat. This process can be

performed up to ﬁve times in
the valve’s lifetime, resulting in
signiﬁcant cost savings in MRO
and materials.
Designed to minimise leakage, the
valve is designed and constructed
using a one-piece forged body
without internal gaskets, body
welds or pressure and seal welds
which can create internal leak
pathways and lead to corrosion.
The Stellite® seat and disc provide
a durable, reliable line contact seal
for high pressure applications,
virtually eliminating the risk of
cracking.
Philippe
Claeys,
marketing
manager for renewable energy
and gate, globe and check valves,
Tyco Flow Control, commented:
“Maintenance and repair has
come under renewed scrutiny in
recent times. High pressure power

Philippe Claeys

Tyco Flow Control
Tel: 01858 467281
www.tycoﬂowcontrol.com
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plants must comply with stringent
regulatory standards, ensuring
preventative
maintenance
is
completed
where
possible.
Secondly,
extended
periods
of shutdown can have costly
implications, and every minute
ofﬂine matters. The Yarway
Welbond globe valve can be used
in a wide range of high pressure
applications, and can contribute
to the efﬁcient running of modern
power plants.”
The Yarway Welbond globe valve
covers pressure and temperature
ranges up to ANSI Class 4500 in
A105, F22 and F91 materials.
Ideal for stop valve applications,
it is suitable for waterwall drains,
superheater
drains,
reheater
inlet drains, economiser drains,
constant head chamber shut-off,
water column and gauge drains
and shut-off, drum vents and
reheat spray isolation.

Redeﬁning Flow Control

www.rotork.com
AUTUMN 2012
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SIPOS commission conﬁrmed for RWE coal plant
SIPOS Aktorik has received conﬁrmation of the
commissioning and DCS integration of more than 2,000
SIPOS Aktorik electric actuators at RWE Eemshaven
in the Netherlands. Manufactured, supplied, installed
and supported by SIPOS, the devices will play a key
role automating valves at the coal ﬁred power plant.
The prestigious Eemshaven project represents an
investment by RWE of approximately 220 million
euros. When fully operational, the RWE plant will
require a workforce of over 350 people.
Key features of SIPOS’ products that inﬂuenced
selection by RWE included variable speed functionality
for soft start and stop and an undervoltage performance
capability that ensures continued operation without
needing to oversize the actuators.

RWE’s Eemshaven power
station where over two
thousand SIPOS Aktorik
actuators are being installed.

Additionally,
PROFIBUS
DP
V2
redundancy
functionality providing enhanced ﬁeldbus capability
was signiﬁcant in the selection of SIPOS’ products.
More than 7,000 of SIPOS Aktorik’s electric actuators
are now installed at RWE plants in Niederaussem,
Neurath, Hamm Westfalen and Eemshaven.
SIPOS Aktorik – the manufacturer and global supplier
of specialist and standard electric actuators.
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SIPOS Aktorik
Tel: 01275 871141
www.sipos.de

Turn it on !

8th Biennial Valve World Conference & Exhibition

Düsseldorf, Germany, 27 – 29 November 2012
The VALVE WORLD EXPO presents continual growth, outstanding innovations and the highest
level of technology at the Düsseldorf location again in 2012. Valves and the entire palette
of accessories, as well as the preceding and succeeding technologies take centre stage.
The Valve World Conference, as the most important event of the industry, analyses the future of
the markets against the background of fascinating developments and scientiÀc evaluations.
Turn it on! Again in Düsseldorf.
Simply use the QR-Code Reader of your camera phone
to get more information about VALVE WORLD EXPO

Sponsored by:

www.valveworldexpo.com

Supported by:

Messe Düsseldorf GmbH
Postfach 10 10 06
40001 Düsseldorf
Germany
Tel. + 49 (0)2 11/45 60-01
Fax + 49 (0)2 11/45 60-6 68
www.messe-duesseldorf.de
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Drax Power Station extends
valve actuation framework
agreement with Exeeco APS
Exeeco APS (Actuation, Projects
and Services) has been providing
actuators and services to Drax
Power Station since 1973 and as
part of the Rotork ﬂow control
group is proud to announce that
Drax Power Limited (Drax) has
extended its Actuator Framework
Contract for twelve months with
an option to extend for a further
two years.
Exeeco APS Technical Sales
Engineer Simon Finley observes:
“This
contract
extension
is
fantastic news for Exeeco APS and
Drax and further enhances the
excellent partnership we already
enjoy.”
“Throughout our history we have
worked extremely hard to ensure
that actuators and associated
equipment are maintained to the
highest of standards, are safe,

www.safetysystemsuk.com

Pressure
Protection

Members of Exeeco APS’s team of specialised power industry and actuation
engineers pictured at the Drax Power Station

on time and within budget. We
look forward to continuing the
provision of Rotork products and
all our services to this prestigious
client during the extended contract
period.”
The contract includes the supply
of actuators, reduction gearboxes,
spares, on-site services and
the off-site actuator overhauls.
Exeeco APS also provides actuator
appreciation courses, technical
support, advice and solutions.
Exeeco APS services are also
utilised by the main contractor
during
outages
to
inspect,
disconnect, remove, replace and
service actuators on and off-site

and to facilitate valve overhauls.
Simon Finley continues: “Our plant
knowledge of Drax Power Station
and expertise in power plant
actuation services and actuation
projects spans decades.
Our
experience within this specialised
area of the power industry is
unparallelled and runs throughout
Exeeco APS from management to
sales, engineering and production.
We have extensive resources and
skills to deliver all year round
support to our clients as and when
required. During outages, during
day to day maintenance and
emergency breakdowns we are
available to assist.”

%DLOH\
Steam, Air,
Gas and Liquid
Safety Relief and
Pressure Reduction
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Actuation Projects & Services
Tel: +44 (0) 113 205 7236
www.exeeco.co.uk

By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm
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Pressure Equipment
Directive (PED) 97/23/EC
In 2011 the European Commission announced that
the PED is to be aligned to the New Legislative
Framework (NLF) for the internal market for goods
and Classiﬁcation, Labelling and Packaging of
Dangerous Substances (CLP) Regulation 67/584/EC.

be covered by PED. The Working Group on Pressure
Guidance (WPG) has mapped the old classiﬁcations
onto the new ones with as little change as possible. An
impact assessment has not been carried out as there
was considered to be little change.

This would result in a change to the number of the
directive and the Annex III for conformity assessment
but Annex I with the ESRs (Essential Safety
Requirements) would not change.

During Commission inter-service consultation, DG
Environment objected to the proposal as it felt that
analysis of the impacts should have been carried out.
The review proposal covers acute dermal toxicity
categories 1 - 3, whereas the PED proposal only
covers categories 1 and 2. It was considered that
categories 1 and 2 were all that was required to cover
hazards under the PED, but it has now been agreed
to withdraw the proposal and to carry out an impact
assessment to establish this.

The Commission have issued an update.
The PED was to be included in the alignment packages
alongside SPV and the other eight Directives.
However, as well as the NLF deadline, the current CLP
(67/548/EC) is to be repealed on 1 June 2015. The
Commission’s baseline on CLP alignment had been
no change to the current scope as the current ﬂuid
classiﬁcation was considered adequate for hazards to

PED alignment with NLF and CLP will therefore take
place through a standalone proposal now expected in
the second half of 2013.
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Rotork ﬂow control technologies
speciﬁed for major petroleum
storage expansion project in the UAE
Rotork electric and electro-hydraulic
valve actuation and control technologies
have been speciﬁed for a major petroleum
storage tank farm expansion project at
Fujairah in the United Arab Emirates.
The project at the Emarat Fujairah Terminal has
included the construction of ten new storage tanks,
increasing the site’s total capacity from 50,000 to
260,000 cubic metres. The facility is designed for
the storage and distribution of gas oil, petrol and jet
fuel to meet the growing regional demand for trading
and bunkering. The design of the new tanks complies
with the highest criteria for safety, employing control
systems in accordance with international standards.
Rotork valve actuation technologies make an important
contribution to the successful achievement of the
control and safety standards. More than one hundred
Rotork IQ explosionproof intelligent electric actuators
with Rotork Pakscan two-wire digital control have
been installed for the majority of valve duties.
Designed for maximum reliability with enhanced
functionality, IQ actuators feature non-intrusive,
intrinsically safe commissioning, data-logging and
predictive maintenance capabilities. Reliability is
enhanced by the double-sealed IP68 watertight
enclosure, whilst the ability to download and diagnose
operating data enables effective asset management
to be planned and implemented with the minimum
interruption to plant operations.
The Pakscan two-wire digital control system was
speciﬁed by Emarat and the engineering consultant
Penspen for its proven reliability and ﬂexibility for
valve control in the tank farm industry. Pakscan is
designed speciﬁcally for valve actuators and the
spacious environments associated with tank farm
installations. The Pakscan conﬁguration provides builtin redundancy from the valve to the control room,
ensuring the security of vital control command and
monitoring data. In addition, data from actuator dataloggers can be downloaded over the Pakscan network
for diagnostics and analysis, enabling this vital function
to be performed without leaving the control room.
Rotork EH electro-hydraulic actuators provide reliable
failsafe valve management for safety related and
emergency shutdown (ESD) duties. Utilising Rotork IQ
intelligent actuation technology and designed to SIL3
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Rotork IQ and EH actuated valve packages ready for
shipment to the Emarat Fujairah Terminal.

standards for safety critical applications, EH actuators
can be programmed for failsafe to open, failsafe to
close or lock in position on power failure or ESD signal.
For the Fujairah Terminal project the Rotork actuators
were ﬁtted to valves at a local valve company and
shipped to site as factory tested motorised valve
(MOV) packages. Rotork’s Middle East ofﬁce and UAE
agent in Abu Dhabi are providing on-site and workshop
support for the installed products.
The Fujairah Terminal is owned by the Emirates General
Petroleum Corporation (Emarat). Main Contractor for
the expansion project was Tata of India, with Albanna
Engineering of Dubai responsible for the MOV
installations. Systems integration has been performed
by the Jebel Ali ofﬁce of Larsen and Toubro.

Rotork Fluid Systems
Tel: +44 (0) 1225 733200
www.rotork.com

ASCO Numatics. Experts providing
engineered actuator control systems
for any puzzle you can throw at us.

Backed byy our extensive experience in developing the
world’s leading range of solenoid valves, our skilled
engin
neers can design tailor-made actuator control
systtems, suitable for even the most challenging
con
nditions. Systems can be designed to include
SIL certiﬁed products and redundancy, and all
use the industry-proven instrumentation range.
Nextt time you need a reliable system to withstand
extre
eme conditions, call 01695 713600, e-mail
enquiiries.asconumatics.uk@emerson.com or
visit our process site at www.asconumatics.co.uk

The Emerson logo is a trademark and a service mark of Emerson Electric Co. The ASCO logo
is a registered trademark of ASCO Valve Inc. © 2012 ASCO. All rights reserved.
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Colorado water station
adopts SIPOS actuators
A new high service water
delivery pump station at the
East Cherry Creek Valley (ECCV)
Water and Sanitation district in
Colorado incorporates pump and
surge anticipation / relief valves
supported by programmable
actuators from SIPOS Aktorik.

SIPOS actuators support a new ECCV high service water delivery pump
station

The membrane water treatment facility,
part of the Northern Water Supply Project,
uses reverse osmosis treatment equipment
to purify well water. Three sets of pump
control valves and two surge anticipation
relief valves have been supplied by
Pipestone Equipment: each set includes a
vertical turbine pump with capacity over
4,000 gpm and a 16" ValMatic rubber
seated ball valve with SIPOS variable speed
actuator.
Having
adopted
SIPOS’
actuation
technology for valve control installations
since 2006, Pipestone Equipment was
assured of the actuators’ capability to
gradually control water to the pipeline
during pump startup and normal shutdown:
each actuator supplied has been speciﬁcally
programmed to operate the ball valve for
each project to create a linear acceleration
and deceleration of the water during
operation.
The installation is the latest in a series of
applications of SIPOS actuators at ECCV: in
2007, the company’s products were chosen
for their ability to prevent water hammer
for a booster pump station.

SIPOS Aktorik
Tel: 01275 871141
www.sipos.de
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Peter Churm
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Revision of EN 331
Revision of EN 331:1998 “Manually operated ball
valves and closed bottom taper plug valves for gas
installations for buildings”
CEN/TC 236 “Non industrial manually operated shutoff valves for gas and particular combinations valvesother products” has been revising the following
standard in its WG 1. This new proposal for EN 331
was prepared, integrating the amendment published
in 2010 into the original text of 1998.

Manually operated ball valves and closed bottom
taper plug valves in compliance with this standard are
classiﬁed as belonging to Class A1 “No contribution to
ﬁre” when made of materials included in Commission
Decision 96/603/EC (OJEU L267 of 19.10.1996)

Should you have any interest a copy of the document
is available from BVAA.

Scope
This European standard speciﬁes the general
requirements for the construction, performance and
safety of ball valves and closed bottom taper plug
valves. It also details the test methods and marking
requirements.It applies to metallic valves for domestic
and commercial not directly buried installations inside
or outside of buildings, using gases of the ﬁrst, second
and third family (speciﬁed in EN 437) and working up
to 0,2 105 Pa, 0,5 105 Pa and 5 105 Pa and 1 x 105Pa.

Synopsis
Manually operated ball valves and closed bottom
taper plug valves for gas installations for buildings

Valve nominal sizes (DN) covered by this European
standard are as follows: 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 32,
40, 50.

The draft has been circulated to CEN/TC 236 and
CENTC/69 members for comment.

PROVEN INNOVATIONS IN VALVE ACTUATION
Energy industry

The switch from

Replaces use of
Hydraulics and Pneumatics
to offer:

the over-complex
hydraulic actuation

highest safety, accuracy,
economy and compactness.

system (right)
to the Moss
Electro-Mechanical

Electro-Mechanical Actuators
controlling valves in arduous
environments for steam up
to 500°C exerting loads in
excess of 200kN.

option (left)
has greatly reduced
fire risk, improved
performance and
provided a compact
solution.

FULL OVERVIEW ON THIS SOLUTION AND OTHERS: www.valve-actuator.net

Tel: +44 (0)1623 726 010

email: sales@valve-actuator.net

Moss Group Automation
www.mossgroupautomation.com
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New generation treatment
plant selects Rotork for
electric control valve actuation
Rotork’s innovative CVA electric control valve
actuation technology has been selected for a
demanding duty involving continuous modulation
at what is described as a “new generation” waste
water treatment plant in southwest France.
The plant is one of the largest in France as well as one of the most
energy efficient. Designed for increased rainwater and effluent
treatment capacity with improved treatment quality and reduced
environmental impact, the plant incorporates a range of integrated
energy saving and energy recovery processes. These include solar
water heating, heat pumps, heat recovery from final effluent and
biogas production from sludge digestion processes. Significant
biogas production generates the daily equivalent of 27,000 kWh,
which is used as the energy source for a district heating scheme in
the local area.
The biogas is produced in a process which uses a combination of
solids filtration and biological aeration to remove pollutants including
ammonia.
The Rotork
CVA actuators
installed
on butterfly valves
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to regulate the continuous supply of air to the process. Accurate air
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Nickel and Super Alloys
•Extensive Bar
Stocks

Alloy 718

(W.Nr. 2.4668)

Alloy 400

(W.Nr. 2.4360)

•Sawing &
Heat Treatment

Alloy 625
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•Forged Components

Alloy K500 (W.Nr. 2.4375)

•CNC Machining

Alloy A286 (W.Nr. 1.4980)
(Grade 660B)

•Deep Hole Boring

A Rotork CVA actuator installed on an air supply
line feeding the biogas production process

regulation enables the plant to run efficiently
and reduces air wastage.
On previous installations pneumatic actuation
was used for this application, but the more
accurate positional performance available
with the CVA has enabled the adoption of the
electrical solution on this site. Engineers from
Rotork and the local Rotork distributor SERIC
explained that the CVA offers very precise
control valve operation, with repeatability and
resolution performance within 0.1% of full
scale. The actuator also features quick and
easy non-intrusive setting and commissioning
using wireless Bluetooth® communication
technology, whilst an integral data-logger
stores an extensive record of operational and
maintenance related information, including
valve torque profiles and dwell times. There
are plans to use the same technology at more
installations in the future.
This CVA application is similar to a recent project
at a sewage treatment and district heating plant
in Sweden. For that contract, CVA actuators
were retrofitted to replace motorised isolating
and manually operated regulating valves to
increase the efficiency of a biological aeration
process at a municipality-owned site.

Copper Alloys

•Non-Destructive
Testing

Copper Nickel 70/30
Nickel Alumnium Bronze

Contact:
Telephone: + 44 114 290 9200 Telefax: + 44 114 290 9298 E-Mail: sales@maher.com
www.maher.com
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Rotork Process Controls
Tel: +44 (0) 1225 733200
www.rotork.com

STAINLESS STEEL PRESSURE REGULATORSS
DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN THE UKK
ANALYSER / INSTRUMENT REGULATORS
s Gas cylinder regulators
s Heated regulators to ATEX & IECEx
s Auto-changeover regulators
s Point of use regulators

HIGH PRESSURE REGULATORS
s Piston sensed self-venting or non-venting
s Gas or hydraulic applications
s Spring or ratio loaded options
s 50bar to 1380bar control ranges

NEW HIGH FLOW REGULATORS
s Diaphragm and piston sensed
s ½” to 2” port sizes – threaded or ﬂanged connections
s Spring or dome loaded options
s Unique design service for bulk industrial gas lines

www.pressure-tech.com

THE LF-690 HYDRAULIC PRESSURE REGULATOR
s Inlet pressures to 1380 bar (20,000 psi)
s Ceramic seat as standard, a material which lasts 5
times longer than tungsten carbide
s Superior performance compared to plastic and metal
seated regulators currently in the market

Ceramic seat ﬁts
perfectly, increasing
control
Ceramic Shuttle Ball tip
wears evenly, reducing
downtime
Design eliminates
unstable frequency
resonance

Come and see Pressure Tech’s range of
products at ONS 2012 Hall B Stand 214
PRESSURE TECH LTD, Unit 24, Hadﬁeld, Glossop, Derbyshire SK13 1QH
Tel: +44 (0)1457 899307 Fax: +44 (0)1457 899308
e-mail: info@pressure-tech.com

www.pressure-tech.com
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Zoedale offer VIP –
“The Actuated Valve with Staying Power”
For many companies and indeed individuals, their
Green credentials are becoming an important
factor not only in their daily lives, but also in
the way they function at a corporate level. This
positive change in attitudes has resulted in
many purchasing / engineering departments
now actively looking into environmentally
sound purchasing protocols.
Embracing such issues, provides
not only a focus on initial capital
expenditure cost saving, but also
more detailed studies into total
cost of product ownership. ‘Cradle to Grave’ costing of products
is now at the forefront of many
company ideologies and the long
term effects of established methodology are being questioned or
to put it simply “is the way we
have been doing it for years necessarily still the best and most efﬁcient for the long term?”
This green agenda has resulted in
the Pneumatics and Process control industries taking a long hard
look at its waste patterns. Power
losses and product consumption
levels are clear areas that can be
addressed in order to reduce air
production and provide ﬁnancial
saving in both the short and long
term. As a consequence of these
factors a number of high quality
cutting edge products are now
arriving on the market place designed speciﬁcally to satisfy the
developing trends in these areas.
Products that provide enhanced
product efﬁciency without any
compromise to functionality.
A classic example of how this has
been achieved is in the design of
the Omal VIP co-axial valve, available via BVAA member Zoedale Plc.
The VIP valve has been designed
to replace the traditional Pneumatically Actuated Brass Ball
valve package in applications
where reductions in physical size,
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reduced air consumption,
combined with faster reaction times and increases in life
expectancy are important product
choice factors.
With control signal pressures as
low as 3bar on Double Acting versions and 4.2Bar on Spring Return
Models (via its Namur Interface
mounting ﬂange) and with air consumption rates of 0.012dm² per
cycle on the Spring Return version
it becomes very clear very quickly
why this valve is becoming a great
favourite with system builders and
management accountants alike.
In many cases where reductions
in control pressure and operational consumption volumes are
combined it is not uncommon for
products to ﬁnd a compromise in
performance. This is not the case
with the VIP valve. Air automation cycle times for the VIP valve
range from 10 milli-seconds on
the smaller 3/8" ported valve to
70 mili-seconds on the larger 2"
version, providing faster reaction
times than comparable Actuated
ball valve packages.
With the subject reduced operational costs and increases in product efﬁciency already addressed.
The question of whether the VIP

Zoedale Plc
Tel: 01234 832832
www.zoedale.co.uk

has the staying power to outlast
the life expectancy of the average
actuated valve package needs to
be considered. Data obtained in
aggressive ﬁeld testing has provided life cycle ﬁgures of 500,000
operations at 3/8" and up to
300,000 on the 2" valves. Comparisons with published Actuated
valve package ﬁgures show the
VIP valve to outlast a traditional
Actuated Brass Ball valve by up to
ten times.
VIP comes in three conﬁgurations
Double Acting, Spring Return Normally Closed and Normally Open
and with three different sealing
materials Buna (air, Inert gasses,
oils, and water), FKM (aggressive
compatible media) and EPDM (hot
water and steam). The internal
coaxial movement of the valve
also allows the valve to be mountable in any position without compromising its functionality.
VIP conforms to the requirements
of PED and on request can also be
certiﬁed in accordance with Atex
directive 94/9/EC.
For more information on the VIP
coaxial valve contact Zoedale.

Unprecedented demand
for boiler operator training
Spirax Sarco is adding more training courses to
its schedule to meet record demand for boiler
operator training. The number of delegates taking
the Spirax Sarco Boiler Operation Accreditation
Scheme (BOAS) course has tripled since the
second half of 2011.
The rise in demand has been prompted by boiler operators and
managers seeking to enhance their knowledge of steam management
systems in line with the recommendations of BG01 ‘Guidance on Safe
Operation of Boilers’.
Published in late 2011, BG01 recommends speciﬁc training to
promote safe and competent boiler operations. This includes
Certiﬁed Industrial Boiler Operator (Cert.IBO) status for operators
and Diploma in Boiler Plant Operation Management (Dip.BOM) for
managers. These are both covered in Spirax Sarco’s BOAS training
course.

Numbers are also up signiﬁcantly for
BOAS refresher courses. Increasing by
400% between the last two quarters of
2011 and the ﬁrst two quarters of 2012,
the growing numbers reﬂect a need to
continue the development of previously
trained staff to keep their knowledge up
to date.
Roger Glassonbury, Customer Training
Manager, Spirax Sarco, says: “We have
added two extra scheduled courses and
added more places on each course to meet
demand. In addition, we are doing BOAS
courses on customers’ sites. If demand
continues to rise, we will add more
courses.”
The Spirax Sarco centre is the only training
facility in the UK to offer a fully-operational
steam system with SCADA control. This
enables it to enhance the quality of training
across Spirax Sarco’s array of steam
engineering courses, as well as supporting
live technology demonstrations. Its
advanced facilities allow staff to be trained
to a high standard on steam management,
making them more aware of the energy
saving and environmental aspects of steam
plant, as well safety issues.

Spirax Sarco Ltd
Tel: 01242 521361
www.spiraxsarco.com/uk
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Gas Filling achieves new
highs for productivity
and ﬁlling accuracy
For over 10 years Tungum Ltd has been the UK agent for CPV Manufacturing of
Philadelphia, USA, promoting and selling their unique range of leading edge valves and
ﬁttings. More recently Tewkesbury-based Tungum has been awarded the opportunity
represent CPV in France, Holland, Belgium and Luxemburg.
is that one half of the ﬁll islands
are fully automated and the other
half is manually operated. Medical
grade gases like oxygen, air, and
nitrogen at pressures up to 4500
psi are ﬁlled manually while large
volume welding gas mixtures
and pure industrial gases such as
nitrogen, helium, industrial oxygen
and argon are more efﬁciently
ﬁlled automatically.
Norco Boise facility

What follows is a case study of a
recent installation carried out at
Norco, Idaho.

Inc. FloMasterTM Air-Operated
Valves and CPV O-Seal Valves and
ﬁttings.

At the Norco, Inc. gas ﬁlling plant
located in Boise, gas ﬁlling has
taken on a whole new meaning.
This 53,000 sq. ft. automated
facility employing nearly 50
people has been in operation now
for about three and a half years.
Built as a new facility in late 2008,
the plant houses an automated
gas ﬁll system by Weldcoa, Inc.,
of Aurora, IL and a 1,250 sq. ft.
research lab for Norco’s specialty
gases line NorLab.

This plant ﬁlls cylinders with many
different types of high pressure
gases. CPV valves and ﬁttings
were speciﬁed due to their proven
leak-proof performance and rocksolid operating reliability. “The
valves,” according to Weldcoa’s
Chief Engineer, Carl Schmidt,
“were speciﬁed in the needle valve
conﬁguration because with high
pressure gases, 3000 psi and
above, valves need to be opened
slowly in a controlled manner.”

According to Ken Goicoechea,
Boise Plant Manager, “Norco,
Inc. is the largest independently
owned Welding, Safety, Medical,
and Industrial gas supplier in the
United States, with over 50 branch
ofﬁces in 7 western states.”

A hybrid design improves plant
productivity Inside the Boise
ﬁll plant are two double-sided
palletized ﬁll islands designed,
built, and installed by Weldcoa.
The islands have 13 ﬁll heads
capable of handling as many as
8-10 cylinder pallets at one time
depending on product needs.
What makes this plant different

The plant has been designed using
hundreds of CPV Manufacturing,
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According to Goicoechea, “The
entire plant is really a unique
hybrid system.”
Gases from the plant’s main
cryogenic tanks are pumped
into cylinders directly and also
transferred
and
pressurized
continuously during the day
into separate exterior ground
storage tanks. This state of the
art system was primarily designed
to eliminate waiting for product
availability throughout different

Norco’s automated Compressor
Control Panel for pressurizing and
transferring gases to chosen areas
of the plant.

ﬁll areas in the plant. The Boise
plant also does a lot of helium
ﬁlling for use by labs and welding
operations. To keep up with the
volume, helium from tube trailers
is transferred and pressurized to
3000 psi during the night when
the plant is closed, and controlled
by an automated Compressor
Control Panel.
“FloMaster valves inside the
plant, on the ﬁll island, plus the
FloMaster valves outside the plant
on the ground storage tanks which
are subjected to extreme Idaho
winter weather conditions have
all performed ﬂawlessly since
installation. We have many facilities
using FloMaster valves that have
hardly had any maintenance which
have been operating for seven or
eight years without problems.”
says Goicoechea.
Precise accuracy of the ﬁll assured
Weldcoa’s Sur-Fill automated
software with its many PLCs
assure gas mixtures are controlled,
monitored, and safely ﬁlled to
preset cylinder weights which are
calibrated very precisely to within
grams of their ﬁnal assigned
weight when compared to a Norco

A rack of FloMaster air-operated
valves by CPV Manufacturing, Inc.
controls gas mixtures precisely to
assure accurate, repeatable ﬁlls.

reference cylinder. The program
also controls and monitors pure
gases just as precisely, so they
are ﬁlled to their preprogramed
cylinder pressures in accordance
to type of gas being ﬁlled.

TECHNICAL

HOT SPOT
By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm

ISO/DIS 10631
Results of the DIS enquiry on ISO/DIS 10631 “Metallic butterﬂy
valves for general purposes”
The ISO DIS enquiry opened 21 December 2011 and closed 23 May
2012

Tungum Ltd
Tel: 01684 271291
Website: www.tungum.com

Line brochure on CPV leakproof
valves & fittings to 10,000 psi.
This product line brochure from CPV Manufacturing,
Inc. can be a valuable first step in identifying the exact
valves or fittings a particular application may require.
Once the reader identifies the type of product(s)
needed, the correct catalog with full specifications and
ordering instructions can be requested at no cost.
To request a copy of this brochure, e-mail
sales@tungum.com
and type “Line Brochure” as the subject.
Represented by:

Tungum Ltd.
Number One, Ashchurch Parkway
Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire
GL20 8TU, UK
T: +44 (0) 1684 271290
F: +44 (0) 1684 291714
www.tungum.com

The ISO/DIS 10631 was approved by 93% of P-Members voting with
comments and only 1 negative vote.
The comments received will be considered and addressed by ISO/TC
153/SC 1/WG8 at its next meeting in September 2012 before being
issued for Formal Vote early next year.

CPV Manufacturing. Inc.,
Philadelphia, PA USA
www.cpvmfg.com.
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K-TORK achieves long term success
in vital power plant application
The unrivalled performance of the Rotork
K-TORK vane type valve actuator has
solved a difﬁcult ﬂow control application
found in many coal-ﬁred power plants –
high-pressure bottom ash spray valve
control.
High-pressure spray water is used to sluice bottom
ash and pyrites from the boilers’ hopper bottoms
and to carry the ash out of the plant. The valves
used are typically ANSI Class 300 double-offset highperformance butterﬂy designs ranging in size from 3"
to 12", automated with double-acting actuators. They
cycle from four to ten times per day and discharge to
atmosphere, creating a very high pressure drop. The
ﬂow media is re-circulated ash water that is abrasive
and ﬂows at pressures between 400 and 500psi.
In plants owned by AEP, Duke Energy, Luminant
Generating and other utility companies around the
world, K-TORK actuators have provided over 10 years
of maintenance-free service whilst preserving the life
of the valves and valve seats in these arduous duties.
Among the challenges, it is imperative that the valves
close fully and with zero leakage in a high pressure
drop state. If the valve disc moves even slightly from
the seat, the abrasive, high-pressure water will “wiredraw” or cut the butterﬂy valve seat. Traditionally,
rack-and-pinion or scotch-yoke actuators have been
used in this application, but “slop” or hysteresis in the
rotary-to-linear conversion allows for the pressure in
the pipe to move the disc from the seat, often causing
premature failure of the valve after a period of only
three to twelve months.
The problem becomes more acute when multiple valves
are leaking, lowering the available back-pressure at

Rotork K-TORK actuators installed on two units at the AEP
Pirkey Power Station in east Texas.

the header, which makes it difﬁcult or impossible to
move the ash from the boiler.
When assembled to the valve with a ‘No-Play’ coupling,
the K-TORK actuator has zero lost motion, “slop” or
hysteresis. The one-piece vane and drive shaft cannot
be back-driven and will hold the disc of the valve ﬁrmly
in place.
Additional challenges include the location of the valves
on a manifold at the bottom of the boiler where space
is critical and plant air can be poor quality. K-TORK
provides the smallest torque-to-size ratio and the
double-opposed lip seal design is forgiving to dirty or
contaminated air.
Also, the low-friction performance of K-TORK
provides a speed-controlled, smooth valve operation,
eliminating the risk of water hammer created by the
high pressure drop.
Finally, longer run time between shutdowns demands
increased reliability from the equipment in these
critical applications. In particular, as the number of
plant maintenance personnel has decreased, actuators
that reduce maintenance (seal replacement) time
and work orders have a direct payback to the owner,
especially when valve life can be signiﬁcantly increased
through improved actuator performance.

Rotork Fluid Systems
The K-TORK double-opposed lip seal is forgiving to dirty or
contaminated air.
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Tel: +44 (0) 1225 733200
www.rotork.com

Exciting times as Adanac expands
The Global economic climate
of recent years has had a
negative affect on a number of
businesses in the UK. Whether
this be staff redundancies or
in some cases closure of the
company, many businesses have
suffered, regardless of size.
At Adanac however we seem to be bucking
the trend. Through these tough times
Adanac has continued its commitment to
staff recruitment and has also managed to
develop new products and services, such
as the “Flexi-Jacket” heating jacket and
the introduction of Elevated temperature
testing to +400˚C.

Adanac – adding 30% more space

This has ensured that even in today’s
uncertain economic climate Adanac has
experienced steady growth, culminating in
the opening of our Midlands Sales Ofﬁce in
Cannock, Staffordshire in February 2011
and the exceptional achievement of record
sales ﬁgures for 2011-12.
Due to this steady growth, Adanac is
pleased to announce that we have taken
the bold step to expand our manufacturing
facility in Woolpit, Suffolk by approximately
30%, with a particular focus on our test
facilities. In recent years we have seen
substantial growth in sales for our testing
services so increasing storage and capacity
in both our ATaCS testing and Cryogenic
Services area, and also our Hydrostatic
test area seemed the logical step. Our
stock holding and machining capabilities
will also see a substantial increase as part
of this expansion.
The ground work began in May 2012
and we fully expect the expansion to be
completed by September 2012.

Adanac Valve Specialties
Tel: 01359 240 404
www.adanac.co.uk
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Northvale Korting introduces New
Products & Announces New Contract Win
Respected manufacturer of valves, eductors and ejectors,
Northvale Korting, has expanded its portfolio with the
introduction of modulating angle valves in response to
customer request and global distributor feedback.
Speaking at his facility in Leicester, Managing Director Stephen
Wright, says: “We have offered
angle valves as part of our product range for a number of years
but of late customers have also
been asking us to apply our manufacturing expertise to the development of a range of modulating
angle valves.
“The design team here in Leicester
considered the proposition and has
drawn up a series of enhancements
to the typical internal engineering
of the valves to offer our customers
a better engineered product.”
Northvale Korting’s modulating
angle valve internals is machined
on its CNC cells and is ﬁtted with
an I to P 4 to 20 milliamp electronic positioner. The angle valve
can now also be ﬁtted with limit
switches to give feedback to cus-

tomers’ own computer-controlled
systems, assuring effective and reliable process ﬂow.
“We expect this valve to be of interest to the process industries,
particularly food manufacturers,
bakeries, breweries and distilleries,” adds Stephen. “Meanwhile,
we are also enhancing our mini
control valve range with the addition of a new I to P positioner to
the valve.”
In addition to control and angle
valves,
Northvale
Korting’s
product portfolio includes unique
non-return / check valves, bellows
seal valves, valves, venturi ﬂuid jet
eductors, steam ejectors, steam
to water heaters, Plates Heater
Packs and ancillary equipment.
“Our venturi ﬂuid jet eductors are
speciﬁed by many design house
organisations, who recognise their
robust design and manufacture
and who are keen to buy British
quality, ingenuity and engineering,” continues Mr Wright.
“Northvale Korting has just won a
substantial contract from a prominent Indian petrochemical company - against strong competition
- for two large, very special venturi-type desuperheaters.”
“The products will be used to inject
and atomise liquid fuel into a
stream of hot inert gas containing
contaminants; the injected fuel will
aid subsequent oxidation of the

Northvale Korting
Northvale Korting stainless steel
Modulating Angle Valve with I to P 4
to 20 milliamp positioner
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Tel: 0116 266 5911
www.northvalekorting.co.uk

Northvale Korting Mini Control Valve
with 2 way or 3 way I to P 4 to 20
milliamp positioner

gas as a means of destroying the
contaminants.”
“This contract includes CFD
ﬂow modelling to conﬁrm the
distribution of the atomised fuel
within the gas, and is one of a
number of exciting orders we have
secured in India, China and Russia.
“We have a growing reputation
in these countries, particularly in
the oil and gas, chemical and car
industries. Some of the orders are
from organisations with whom we
have worked previously and others
are completely new business.
Clearly both are gratifying and I
believe reﬂect our commitment
to quality, timely delivery, OEM
status and Northvale Korting’s
ability to offer customer support
from our facility in Leicester and
via our dynamic global distributor
network.”
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Spirax Sarco’s
Quick-Fit steam
trapping station
More energy efﬁcient steam systems are the promise
of the new STS17.2 steam trapping station launched
by Spirax Sarco in an expansion of its Quick-Fit steam
trap range. The STS17.2 comprises isolation valves,
steam trap connector with strainer and a check valve
in a sleek modular body, supported by a 10-year
warranty for total peace of mind.
A steam trap can be replaced in minutes instead of
hours, enabling steam systems to be kept at peak
performance and energy efﬁciency. Plant downtime is
also reduced signiﬁcantly.
Traditionally, steam traps are welded or screwed into
the pipeline and considerable work is needed to replace
them. Often this means that an underperforming
steam trap needing maintenance is left in place for a
signiﬁcant period until safe access can be arranged.
The single-piece body of the STS17.2 also virtually
eliminates the potential leak paths caused by screwed
connections that conventional steam trapping stations
and on-site fabricated installations typically suffer.
“The STS17.2’s innovative leak-free stainless steel
body helps steam system operators to further reduce
carbon emissions,” says Paul Mayoh, Spirax Sarco
Product Manager. “Total cost of ownership is lowered
through the use of high performance stainless
steel components, ensuring long and trouble-free
operation.”
Apart from the steam traps themselves, no other
components need to be speciﬁed or purchased,
eliminating the time, cost and inconvenience needed
to select, size, build and install a conventional steam
trapping station.
An important safety feature of the STS17.2 is the
inclusion of lockable handles on the isolation valves

Quick-Fit steam trapping station saves energy and cuts
carbon emissions

to help ensure maintenance can be carried out safely
by minimising the possibility of accidental operation.
Internal parts including the ball valves, check valve and
strainer screen can all be replaced easily.
A new option with the STS17.2 is the double isolation
adapter. This provides added security of two upstream
isolation valves and allows the replacement of steam
traps whilst the system is live, eliminating the need
for plant downtime. This can also be considered for
upstream and downstream applications for more
speciﬁc maintenance procedures.
The STS17.2 boasts several other options such as an
automatic steam trap monitoring facility and strainer
blowdown valves to further reduce maintenance. The
compact design of the STS17.2 allows it to squeeze
into positions that are too tight to accommodate
traditional steam trapping stations built from separate
components.
Although there are several connector steam traps
available, selection here is further simpliﬁed by
considering thermodynamic for mains drainage and
ﬂoat for heat exchanger applications. Steam traps can
be changed or maintained quickly with only two bolt
connections without breaking the pipeline.
The new trapping station is suitable for clean steam
and ﬁltered applications such as hospital sterilisers,
dairy production, food and beverage processing and
some pharmaceutical plants. No sizing or selection is
required for the STS17.2 and it is considered suitable
for all steam main applications up to 10 bar g and
DN150 line size.
Other applications can be sized using the appropriate
Quick-Fit steam trap selection data and then selecting
the same size STS17.2. The majority of applications
will use the ½" or DN 15 unit.

Spirax Sarco Ltd
Tel: 01242 521361
www.spiraxsarco.com/uk
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How do you
keep up with
valve industry
developments?

We all have difﬁculty getting out sometimes.
Time is a precious resource after all. But if you’re a signiﬁcant user or buyer of valves and actuators, you really
do need to keep up with new technology and product developments, and keep an eye out for new suppliers.

BVAA has the Answer!
We bring the exhibition to you!
For many years the BVAA has been organising ‘desktop exhibitions’ for
major users, inside their own premises.
These zero cost, hassle-free events are managed by BVAA and are
customised to suit your needs at your convenience.

Solve your supply
chain issues over lunch
Designed for rapid set-up and breakdown, ‘desktops’ typically
ﬁt around your lunch period, to minimise downtime. We
demonstrate the latest products, provide unrivalled industry
advice, and have over 100 leading UK companies to choose from.

“We have had very positive feedback from
exhibition attendees. We are already looking
forward to doing it all over again”
- Dave Anderson, Score.

Previous hosts include:Ministry of Defence, Foster Wheeler,
AMEC, MW Kellogg, Stone & Webster,
Snamprogetti, British Energy, Score, Aker
Kvaerner, KBR, Parsons...

British Valve & Actuator Association
9 Manor Park, Banbury, Oxfordshire OX16 3TB
Tel: 01295 221270 Fax: 01295 268965
Email enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
www.bvaa.org.uk/exhibitions.asp
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Statoil funds grass-roots tennis charity

‘Give It Your Max’
Statoil, Norway’s largest international energy company,
recently announced plans to provide ﬁnancial support
for a minimum of three years for ‘Give It Your Max’,
one of the UK’s leading grass-roots tennis charities.
The funding is part of Statoil’s sponsorship initiative
‘Heroes of Tomorrow’ supporting young talented
people in the sport, culture and education ﬁelds.
‘Give It Your Max’, a charity founded by Mike and Tara
Stotesbury in 2005, in memory of their son Max who
died in a tragic motoring accident in 2004 aged 18,
will use the funding to develop a new tennis site at
the Paddington Recreation Ground, situated near to
Statoil’s London headquarters in Paddington Basin.
The new tennis site is scheduled to open in September
and Give It Your Max coaches will visit local schools to
provide coaching.
Mike Stotesbury, Founder and Trustee of ‘Give It Your
Max’ comments: “We are extremely grateful to Statoil
for their generous ﬁnancial support for ‘Give It Your
Max’ over the next three years. The beneﬁts of this new
funding will enable us to add to our existing 6 sites
across the UK and open up a further tennis initiative on
the 12 recently built tennis courts in Paddington. This
will introduce more children to tennis at a young age in
another deprived part of the capital. Since 2005 ‘Give
It Your Max’ has introduced at least 50,000 children
between the ages of 5 and 11 to tennis across the
UK.”

Picture of seven year old player Mukhtar Andu with Give It
Your Max coach James Marsalek.

John Knight, Statoil’s Executive Vice President, Global
Strategy and Business Development, comments: “By
sponsoring Give It Your Max, Statoil hopes to enable
a larger number of young British children in our local
community in Paddington to access decent tennis
coaching and have the opportunity to discover their
talents.”

Statoil also recently announced two other tennis
sponsorship initiatives, becoming the new title sponsor
for the Statoil Masters Tennis, the ATP World Tour’s
Champions Tennis Tournament at the Royal Albert Hall
in London, and also sponsoring leading British player
Heather Watson, who is an ambassador in the UK for
Statoil’s Heroes of Tomorrow programme.

Virginia Wade OBE, former Wimbledon ladies singles
champion and ‘Give It Your Max’ Patron comments:
“Getting more racquets into the hands of young children
at an early age and giving them the opportunity to
have coaching in a fun environment can only be a good
thing for the game. Charities like GIYM do ﬁnd young
talented players who would otherwise not have had
the opportunity to pick up a tennis racquet. Anyone
of these children might be future tennis champions.”

By BVAA’s Technical Consultant,
Peter Churm

TECHNICAL

HOT SPOT

Automatic Steam Traps

BS 6023:1981 (dual numbered as BS 6023:1981 / ISO
6552:1980), which is withdrawn.

BS ISO 6552:1980 Automatic steam traps —
Deﬁnition of technical terms

In the July 2009 corrigendum the table in Sub-clause
2.3 was amended, and the title aligned with the ISO
title.

This British standard will be published on 31 May 2012
and is the UK implementation of ISO 6552:1980,
incorporating corrigendum July 2009. It supersedes

BSI Technical committee PSE/18/1 “Industrial valves,
steam traps, actuators and safety devices against
excessive pressure” was involved in its preparation.
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Lessons from Buncefield
Fuel Storage & Beyond
17th October 2012
National Motor Museum, Beaulieu
Exhibition opens at 5pm
Lecture by Colin Howard at 6pm
Followed by Finger Buffet
The Buncefield
fi ld E
Explosion
l i
hit th
the N
National
ti
l and
d IInternational
t
ti
l news
headlines in 2005. It has been the subject of a Major Incident
Investigation Board (MIIB); a number of research studies; work by
the regulators and industry to establish new safety and
environmental standards for the fuel storage sites; and civil and
criminal court cases.
These investigations uncovered a wide range of contributing factors to the incident and the ultimate
consequences of the explosion. Are the lessons to be learned confined to the storage of fuels or are
they of wider interest and application?
Colin Howard is in an excellent position to explore this as he was an expert witness to the court
for instrumentation and control aspects of the criminal case. Colin is a consultant specialising in
process safety and the use of instrumentation and control for functional safety.
During the evening delegates will have the opportunity to visit an exhibition showcasing products
and services from some of the leading suppliers to the high hazard process industries.
If you have responsibility for the safe storage or processing of highly flammable or hazardous
materials then this lecture is for you.
To register for a place(s) please
e
Numbers are strictly limited and will be allocated on a first come, first served basis.
This event has been organised by The Wessex Section of The Institute of Measurement and Control
and is free to attend due to the generous support of:-
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Flowserve Automax RG-Series Pneumatic
Actuators Featured at ACHEMA
Flowserve Corporation recently featured the Automax RGSeries Heavy-Duty Scotch Yoke Pneumatic Actuators at
ACHEMA 2012, Germany.
Released in 2011, the highly successful Automax RG-Series
Pneumatic Actuator combines a series of key technologies
and is designed to deliver an extended life cycle and reduced
maintenance costs. A modular design with independent
body, pneumatic and spring segments allows for on-site
modiﬁcation and reduced installation costs and time. Dualwear bands and dynamic-quad seals in the pressure module
help extend seal life. Hard-chrome plated surfaces within the
torque and pressure module support reduced surface wear
and increased corrosion resistance.
Safety is another key feature of the RG-Series. The design is
compliant to IEC 61508 (Functional Safety Related Systems)
Safety Integrity Level 3. This Safety Standard emphasizes that
the quality and reliability of the equipment forming the safety
system are key to the prevention of failure.
The RG-Series can be used in quarter-turn automation
applications for ball, plug and butterﬂy valves, and rotary

dampers in chemical, reﬁning, oil and gas and
general industrial applications.
The latest product in the RG-Series line is
scheduled to be ofﬁcially released. The new
Automax RG-Series Heavy Duty Scotch Yoke
Hydraulic Actuator will be released in the
third quarter and, like its predecessors, uses
innovations in design to help reduce ﬁnancial
costs and maintenance downtime. The hydraulic
actuator is designed to eliminate the perpetual
cost associated with compressed air systems or
eliminate the purchase and installation of new
air compressors and associated equipment. As
a result, the hydraulic actuator offers greater
ﬂexibility and is ideally suited for remote
applications. The hydraulic actuator is suitable
for both hydraulic ﬂuid and direct gas for pipeline
applications.
“The Automax RG-Series Pneumatic Actuator
is a successful product because it addresses
critical customer needs, minimizing costs and
maximizing safety,” said Paul Williams, vice
president and general manager, Flowserve Flow
Control Division, Chemical Sector. “The RGSeries Hydraulic Actuator focuses on those same
customer needs and allows us to reach a new
segment of customers and further strengthen
our product portfolio.”

Flowserve Flow Control (UK)
Tel: 01444 314400
www.ﬂowserve.com/Products/
Heritage-Brands/Limitorque
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ValvTechnologies Incorporated launch VALVXPRESSΡ
Automated Valve Solution into Europe.
AVAILABLE
EX STOCK
24/7

BACKED WITH A UNIQUE FOUR YEAR NO LEAKAGE WARRANTY ON VALVE AND
ACTUATOR AUTOMATION PACKAGES AND AVAILABLE EX STOCK IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM.
Designed specifically for severe service water and steam applications
Pre-Engineering package includes:
x 1/2഼ thru 4഼ metal seated V1-1 Ball Valve
x Valve operating conditions to 1400° F (760° C)
x A105, F22, F91 Body Materials / High cycle mounting hardware
x Retainer prevents stem driving into ball / Limit switch w/position indicator 2 SPDT
x
High ʹ cycle pneumatic rack & pinion actuator / NAMUR solenoid ʹ110V/120V, 230V, 24VDC Coils
R Hard anodised coating and High temperature Viton®seals
x
x
x

2500 # - 4500 # Pressure Classes
Socket weld and butt weld end connections / Filter/regulator with gauge
Technical Drawings and Information available at www.valv.com

UK Stockist: MCE Group plc, Pennine House, Hurricane Court, Concorde
Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3TL. E-Mail: mce@mceplc.com
Telephone: 01642 882211 Facsimile: 01642 882233
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KEEPING EUROPE’S POWER

FLOWING
Conference & Exhibition
4 – 6 June 2013
Messe Wien, Vienna, Austria

CALL FOR PAPERS
SUBMIT A PAPER FOR POWER-GEN Europe 2013
Abstract submission deadline:
FRIDAY 14 SEPTEMBER 2012
The Advisory Board of POWER-GEN Europe, the region’s largest event
dedicated to power generation, is now accepting abstracts for the 2013
conference to be held in Vienna, Austria.
Taking Keeping Europe’s Power Flowing as its overall theme, POWERGEN Europe’s insightful and thought-provoking multiple track conference
sessions cover strategic and technical topics chosen and presented by
leading practitioners from the power industry itself.
You are invited to submit an abstract and share your knowledge,
experience and ideas with technical and strategic decision-makers
and strategists.
As a speaker at this prestigious conference you will gain a heightened
professional profile and recognition from colleagues worldwide as you
share your knowledge, ideas and industry insights. Furthermore, you will
have the perfect opportunity to represent your company and network
with leading organisations and high-level influencers.
To learn more about presenting a paper at POWER-GEN Europe,
please visit www.powergeneurope.com and select the conference
tab or contact:
Emily Pryor
Conference Manager
T: +44 (0) 1992 656 614
E: emilyp@pennwell.com

Owned and Produced by:
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Presented by:
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Supported by:

For information on exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities at
POWER-GEN Europe please visit www.powergeneurope.com
and select the exhibit tab or contact:
UK, Italy, France, Greece,
Turkey & Benelux:
Gilbert Weir Jnr.
T: +44 (0) 1992 656 617
E: exhibitpge@pennwell.com
Russia & CIS:
Natalia Gaisenok
T: +7 499 271 93 39
E: nataliag@pennwell.com
North America:
Bridgett Morgan
T: +1 918-549-0473
E: exhibitpge@pennwell.com
Northern Germany,
Scandinavia
& Eastern Europe:
Leon Stone
T: +44 (0) 1992 656 671
E: exhibitpge@pennwell.com

Co-located with

Asia, Middle East, Southern
Germany, Austria &
Switzerland:
Kelvin Marlow
T: +44 (0) 1992 656 610
E: exhibitpge@pennwell.com
Latin America, Spain &
Portugal:
Juan Gimenez
T: +54 11 4787 3817
E: exhibitpge@pennwell.com
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British Valve & Actuator Association
9 Manor Park, Banbury, Oxfordshire OX16 3TB
Tel: 01295 221270 Fax: 01295 268965
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
www.bvaa.org.uk/usermanual.asp
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Fax Back
+44 1295 268965

ORDER FORM

VALVE & ACTUATOR USERS’ MANUAL
Email Address
Contact Name:
Company Name:
Address:

Contact No:
Email:

Number of copies required:
Payment Method (please tick) Cheque (enc)

Credit Card

Name on Card:
Total Amount:
Card No:

Expiry Date:

Maestro Issue No:

Signature:

3 Digit Security Code:

Card Type:

(Visa/Mastercard/Maestro/Visa Electron/Solo/JCB)
Sorry, Amex not accepted

Receipt required?

Yes

No

-%/%.$'1!) /0/*-..*%/%*)%(%/! 5)*--&5)0-453"*- .$%-!  
!'!+$*)!   3    
(%'!),0%-41*-#0&2221*-#0&
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Contact BVAA Members at www.bvaa.org.uk/member_list.asp
DENHOLM VALVECARE LIMITED

Blackhall

®

valvologists

JOHNSON
valves

a Wärtsilä company

BARRIE KIRKMAN

a Wärtsilä company

D
Dereve Valves

3rd PARTY SIL 3
FUNCTIONAL SAFETY PRODUCT

CERTIFICATION BECAUSE

COMPLIANCE MATTERS

Current 3rd party SIL 3 approved products:
Ř Pneumatic 3/2 body ported spring return spool valves ¼" and ½"
Ř3QHXPDWLFERG\SRUWHGVSULQJUHWXUQSRSSHWYDOYHV~WR3"
ŘVHULHVVSULQJUHWXUQGLUHFWDFWLQJ([GVROHQRLGYDOYHV
(body ported ¼", 3/8" and ½")
Ř'1'1'1K\GUDXOLFYDOYH

Severe & Hazardous Area Experts
www.xylemﬂowcontrol.com
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